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Mayor’s foreword
i am proud to be mayor of a city that is 
growing. london is a beacon of progress, 
tolerance and diversity. Our city is a melting 
pot of different faiths, ethnicities and 
nationalities. more than 200 languages 
are spoken here. Our city is also a magnet 
for talent. this extraordinary diversity, 
entrepreneurial spirit and cosmopolitan 
culture is what sets our great city apart. Our 
rapidly expanding city plays a leading role 
as a world capital in finance, research and 
innovation, tourism, culture and the arts. 

the isle of Dogs and south poplar plays a 
key role in london’s success and as the city 
grows, i want this to continue. like london, 
the area’s biggest asset is its people, who 
are as resilient and diverse as the city 
itself. the area has some of the best new 
transport links in london (Jubilee line, Dlr 
and the elizabeth line) as well as canary 
wharf which serves as one of london’s 
globally important office areas. As well as 
being a global beacon of progress, the area 
has cultivated a engaged local community, 
who are working together to enhance 
the assets such as mudchute Farm and 
the water spaces which make the area so 
special.

but the success of this opportunity area, 
like the success of london, has also created 
challenges. growth can place pressures on 
our environment, housing, workspace, and 
infrastructure. it impacts everything from 
social and cultural infrastructure to public 
space and the transport network. It affects 
the togetherness of communities, our 
quality of life, and our prospects to thrive. 
there are many development opportunities 
in the isle of Dogs and south poplar, and 
development pressure here continues to 

build. However, without a plan in place, 
this growth is causing unacceptable 
impacts on existing local communities from 
construction in the short term to provision 
of the necessary supporting facilities for 
these developments in the long term.

i want the isle of Dogs and south poplar to 
continue to support its local communities, 
and for this to happen all growth here should 
be ‘good growth’. this means designing 
a city that functions well, is attractive and 
addresses the stark inequality that exists 
here. i want london to be a city where all 
londoners have an opportunity to be part 
of our city’s prosperity. people, places 
and prosperity are inseparable to the idea 
of ‘good growth’. if you take one away, 
the whole idea falls. the greater london 
Authority’s (glA) planning role is to guide 
the growth of jobs and homes for all of 
london, and this opportunity area has a key 
role to play in delivering this. 

this draft OApF sets out a unique plan for a 
unique and important area to help manage 
current impacts of growth and establish 
a framework for future delivery. this will 
enable the isle of Dogs and south poplar 
areas to become better integrated and 
connected and for the entire opportunity 
area to reach its full potential of well-
supported and sustainable ‘good growth’. i 
look forward to receiving your comments on 
the proposed approach. 

Sadiq khan mayor of london
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part one
Introduction

Consultation questions

• what is your vision for the future 
of the isle of Dogs & south 
poplar?

Chapter contents
1.1 strategic growth context
1.2 why the isle of Dogs and south 

poplar?
1.3 what are the opportunities in the 

isle of Dogs & south poplar? 
1.4 talking to local communities 
1.5 the objectives of this OApF
1.6 How will this OApF be used?

Chapter objectives

• ensure a flexible plan that responds 
to issues resulting from growth

• set out the context for a focus on 
delivery
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g   r   o   w   I   n   g  

London needs to buiLd 

+ 66,000 homes a year

8.8 milliOn resiDents toDay

10.5 milliOn resiDents by 2041

1.1

london’s population is growing and at a 
faster rate than previously predicted. Our 
population is projected to increase by 
70,000 every year, reaching 10.5 million 
in 2041. this means that just to meet 
demand, at least 66,000 homes need 
to be built - along with space for tens of 
thousands of new jobs - every single year.
 
As more and more people choose to live 
and work in this great city, there will be 
increased pressure on land, infrastructure 
and services. these pressures must 
be managed if london is to maintain its 
attractiveness for current and future 
residents, businesses and visitors.

the majority of this growth in jobs and 
homes will need to be accommodated 
within existing urban areas in london – 
particularly in those areas with transport 
capacity or planned upgrades such 

as Opportunity Areas and Areas of 
Intensification. 

Delivering intensified development 
around stations and well-connected town 
centres allows more people to live and 
work in convenient locations and reduces 
pressure on the transport system. 
this also allows  land for employment, 
industrial uses and green open spaces to 
be protected.  Any growth in housing and 
jobs must also ensure the city works for 
all londoners and continues to provide 
for all of its peoples’ needs. these needs 
include  access to decent and affordable 
housing, a range of job opportunities, 
culture, social and transport infrastructure, 
well-designed and accessible places 
and a healthy environment. Delivering 
development which meets these needs is 
delivering ‘good growth’.

focusing on Delivery

the mayor of london wants to see 
the components of ‘good growth’ as a 
guiding principle across all Opportunity 
Areas. this draft Opportunity Area 
planning Framework (OApF)  sets out a 
plan for delivering ‘good growth’ in the 
isle of Dogs and south poplar.

It is a delivery-focused and flexible 
planning document which takes a long-
term view to 2041 for how the isle of 
Dogs and south poplar Opportunity 
Area can effectively and sustainably 
contribute to london’s strategic growth 
demands while maintaining the unique 
qualities that make it an attractive place 
to live, work and visit.
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The opportunity in East London

fIg 1.1 growth opportunities in east london >

there is a cluster of 12 opportunity areas 
in the part of east london. within this 
cluster it will be important to maximise the 
opportunities to deliver vibrant new places 
that are well-connected to each other.  
For this reason, improving connectivity, 
sustainability and placemaking are central 
to this OApF.
the isle of Dogs and south poplar 
Opportunity Area has a key role at the 
epicentre of this growth. it covers a 
significant land area (390 hectares)  located 
at the heart of the wider opportunity for 
growth in east london. 
the OA has many unique physical 
characteristics which are part of its unique 
makeup, but also represent constraints:
• it is made of a series of separate and 

distinct areas; the isle of Dogs, canary 
wharf, and south poplar to the north 
of the Dlr and Aspen way. moving 
between these areas is made difficult by 
these of physical constraints

• it is a compact area, surrounded on all 
sides by the river thames 

• There is only one road on and off of the 
island 

• the historic docks are a key part of 
the area’s character and context but 
they can break up the flows of internal 
movement between different areas. 

• A number of conservation areas protect 
the area’s dockland heritage.

• canary wharf tall building cluster sits 
within a number of strategic views 
including the background of the london 
panorama from greenwich park. 

isle of Dogs and south poplar OA

Opportunity Areas

cAZ

elizabeth line

Housing growth 

employment growth

1.1
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why the Isle of Dogs and South Poplar?

10% most deprived  

10% least deprived

Aspen wAy 
& Dlr 

^ fIg 1.2 indices of multiple Deprivation in the isle of Dogs and south poplar (2015) 
    Aspen way and the Dlr form a socio-economic barrier between canary wharf and poplar 

as the centre of london expands eastwards, tower hamlets will have an increasingly 
important role as a key borough for delivering london’s growth. to meet housing need in 
london, there are proposed growth areas across the whole city. however, the IoD&SP sits 
at the very epicentre of a wider growth area across east london and with the major global 
economic centre of Canary wharf at its heart, this opportunity area is key not only to 
London’s ongoing success but also to the ongoing financial and reputational success of the 
uk on a global economic stage. as such an economically important area with good transport 
links and identified development capacity, it also has the potential to make a valuable 
contribution towards london’s housing and employment needs. 

However, this delivery will need to reflect the principles of ‘Good Growth’ which also meets the 
needs of the existing local communities of the isle of Dogs, south poplar and the wider tower 
Hamlets and east london areas. while the isle of Dogs and south poplar opportunity area has 
great delivery potential, there are also planning related issues which need to be addressed to 
ensure the ongoing success and cohesion of the local communities. there is stark contrast 
between the affluence of Canary Wharf as a business hub with its surrounding high density 
residential development and the adjacent wards in south poplar which are among some of 
london’s most deprived in socioeconomic terms. Figure 1.1 sets out clearly the disparities in 
opportunities caused by the severance effect of physical infrastructure. This Draft OAPF has an 
overarching objective to ensure that the benefits of growth - whether this is delivery of genuinely 
affordable housing, access to employment and training opportunities, delivery of enhanced 
green and public spaces or the delivery of improved social and community infrastructure - are 
shared equally among all of the local communities in this OA. A key driver for achieving this 
is to overcome the physical barriers of the Dlr tracks and Aspen way, through proposals for 
better connections and supporting the delivery of this improved physical infrastructure with an 
approach to planning which increases and facilitates access to the opportunities afforded by 
the new development that is currently taking place. this draft OApF responds to local policies to 
make a long term plan for the future growth of the OA which responds fully to local community 
needs while maximising the potential for delivery.

this draft OApF also acknowledges the pressures of development growth. it examines how 
current construction management impacts on local people can be minimised and stresses 
the need to ensure that development proposals are well-coordinated by making a number of 
suggestions for how the delivery of growth in this area can be managed in the short, medium and 
long term.

who is this oaPf for?
this public consultation draft OApF provides planning guidance and an opportunity for local 
communities to input their thoughts into a long-term plan for the future development of the 
isle of Dogs and south poplar OA. it also indicates a direction of travel and provides site 
specific guidance for developers to bear in mind when drawing up development proposals. 
the draft OApF also sets out a framework to facilitate and manage delivery and makes a 
number of recommendations to ensure that the level of growth achieved in this OA is able to 
be supported through provision of social and transport infrastructure and meets local needs 
as well as delivering growth.

  1.2
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 what are the opportunities in the Isle of Dogs & South 
Poplar?

Key opportunities

 Addressing severance
 from water
 Addressing severance 
 from roads and rail
 Enhancing town centres

 Existing areas of 
 change
 Improving local 
 connections
 Junction improvements

 Enhancing & delivering  
 strategic green space
 LBTH Site allocations

EMERGING 
CULTURAL HUB

2,878 HOMES 
580 JOBS2,601 HOMES 

425 JOBS

3,291 HOMES 
16,920 JOBS

5,293 HOMES 
930JOBS

722 HOMES 
564 JOBS

CHRISP ST 
MARKET

CANARY 
WHARF

CROSSHARBOUR

fIg 1.3 growth opportunities in the isle of Dogs and south poplar >

the ioD&sp OA is unique due to its 
challenging physical characteristics 
but also because of a vibrant existing 
community. in addition new jobs and 
homes are already being delivered here 
with intense development pressure 
causing impacts for the existing local 
residents. 

this area has been growing for a number 
of years and we expect it to continue 
to grow. some 19,000 new homes have 
been granted planning permission, many 
of which are in the form of very high-
density residential towers. because of this 
development interest and ongoing activity, 
the OA has in fact already exceeded the 
2011 london plan minimum target of 

10,000 new homes. As there are many 
remaining potential development sites, 
a higher number of homes could be 
delivered here in future than previously 
considered.  

there are many opportunities for growth 
in this OA. However, this opportunity area 
can only reach its full growth potential 
if the principles of good growth are 
applied and new development is planned 
and delivered in a co-ordinated and 
sustainable way. enhancing the levels 
and quality of growth in this location 
will depend on enabling the delivery 
of supporting transport and social 
infrastructure. 

maximise 
opportunities for a 

range of new homes 
to be delivered that 

meet both local 
need and contribute 

towards london’s 
wider needs

enhance and expand 
crossharbour district 

centre and local 
parades such as 

poplar High street 
to accompany the 
wider housing and 

employment growth 

providing a strategic 
reserve of office 

employment 
floorspace

upgrading 
canary wharf to a 

metropolitan centre 
by expanding the 

range of services and 
retail floorspace on 

offer 

The catalyst effect 
of the new elizabeth 

line station at canary 
wharf (opening in 

2018) continuing the 
popularity of the area 

for businesses and 
residents

enhance the 
environmental quality 

of existing green 
infrastructure such 
as mudchute Farm 
and the thames. 

create opportunities 
to extend the existing 
green and blue grids.

protect and 
enhance 

community and 
heritage assets 

such as mudchute 
Farm, sailing club 

and the dockside 
character

5. 6. 7.

key opportunities for growth

breaking down 
physical and socio-
economic barriers 
between canary 

wharf and the 
surrounding area

8.

1. 2. 3. 4.

  1.3
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Baseline growth scenario
• Includes all permitted development 
   from 2012
• This figure has been coordinated 
   with LBTH housing targets
• Allows land for social infrastructure, 
   open space and employment
• Social housing estates have been 
   given an 8% probability of delivering 
   housing. This is a standard 
   assumption in setting housing 
   targets in the SHLAA applied to all 
   estates throughout London without 
   current intensification plans

11.5k future potential 19.5k permitted 23k existing 

1

2

3

High growth scenario
• Includes all permitted development 
   from 2012
• Allows land for social infrastructure, 
   open space and employment
• Assumes lower densities than 
   current development trends on any 
   remaining sites (not required for 
   social infrastructure)
• Assumes lower density and partial 
   estate regeneration [similar to the 
   Aberfeldy Estate] beyond the time 
   span of LBTH Local Plan

Maximum growth scenario 
• Includes all permitted development 
   from 2012
• Allows land for social infrastructure, 
   open space and employment
• Tests the full extent of potential 
   infrastructure need - assumes 
   current development trends 
   continue on any remaining sites 
   which are not required for social 
   infrastructure
• Assumes higher density estate 
   regeneration post 2031

£

31,000 ADDITIONAL HOMES 
FOR 72,500 PEOPLE

73k future potential 37k permitted 152k existing 

110,000 ADDITIONAL JOBS

18.5k future potential 19.5k permitted 23k existing 

38,000 ADDITIONAL HOMES 
FOR 81,500 PEOPLE

£

TA
RG

ET
SE

N
SI

TI
VI

TY
 T

ES
TI

N
G

£

29.5k future potential 19.5k permitted 23k existing 

49,000 ADDITIONAL HOMES 
FOR 106,000 PEOPLE

73k future potential 37k permitted 152k existing 

110,000 ADDITIONAL JOBS

73k future potential 37k permitted 152k existing 

110,000 ADDITIONAL JOBS

38,000 HOMES AND 110,000 JOBS

49,000 HOMES AND 110,000 JOBS

31,000 HOMES AND 110,000 JOBS

> fIg 1.4 Development options in the isle of Dogs and south poplar 

the london plan sets minimum targets 
for housing delivery. the isle of Dogs 
and south poplar is experiencing 
high development pressures, and it is 
important we do not underestimate this 
growth and the infrastructure needed to 
support it. this document has therefore 
undertaken sensitivity testing above and 
beyond housing targets to create a robust 
and adaptable plan to ensure that this OA, 
and the strategic role it plays in the uk 
economy are future proofed. 
As part of the evidence base for this draft 
OApF, a detailed site capacity study has 
been undertaken. the study estimates 
the increased development potential of 
the area by using a methodology that 
examines:
•  different development densities
•  different amounts of developable land. 
this work has been underpinned by a 
detailed placemaking strategy outlined in 
chapter 5. this study has indicated that 
should the current rate of development 

in the isle of Dogs and south poplar 
continue, the potential number of new 
homes in the OA could exceed targets 
by up to 17k homes by 2041, with a 
potential  additional 110k jobs by 2041. 
These figures have been presented as 
three growth scenarios: baseline, high and 
maximum (see 1.3 opposite).
it is recognised that many variables could 
impact on these future rates of growth 
across london, such as changes to 
the strength of the housing market and 
economy, especially in uncertain times 
as the uk continues its negotiations to 
leave the european union. For this reason 
this draft OAPF needs to be a flexible 
document which sets out a plan that is 
regularly reviewed. 
However, the scale of growth even at the 
lowest end of this potential range (which 
is aligned with the draft lbtH local plan 
and new london plan targets), will still 
require careful planning to deliver ‘good 
growth’ by ensuring supporting social and 
transport infrastructure is provided. 

NB: All figures beyond the baseline growth scenario are indicative and should not 
be read as housing targets. should development exceed the baseline growth scenario, 
a number of additional studies would be needed to ensure that any additional growth is 
good growth (see chapter 6, delivery and monitoring).

 
testing development capacity in IoDSP three scenarios

The baseline for our housing and employment figures is 2015, when the Transport 
study was commissioned. existing housing data has been taken from the 2011 
census, with completions between 2011 and 2015 being taken from the london 
Development Database. existing employment data has been taken from the london 
labour market projections 2017 [note that the isle of Dogs and south poplar OA 
boundary extends beyond the northern isle of Dogs boundary].

  1.3
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talking to local communities about growth

the isle of Dogs & south poplar 
opportunity area has a vibrant and diverse 
local community which is one of its many 
assets.

even though it has been a place of 
ongoing change since the 1980s 
regeneration efforts of the London 
Docklands corporation; the current rate 
of change and high-density nature of 
the development on the isle of Dogs (in 
particular) is causing concern among 
local residents. As part of our response 
to the challenges and opportunities of 
this unique growth area, the glA has 
undertaken early-stage engagement with 
many local community groups and key 
stakeholders to explore concerns, to listen 
and understand how development activity 
is affecting them and to ask what they 
would like to see from future development. 

the glA has engaged with local 
community groups such as the east end 
community Foundation, the isle of Dogs 
neighbourhood planning Forum and the 
Four estates Forum to talk about the 
draft OAPF. GLA officers also attended 
two separate, very-well attended ‘Ask the 
mayor’ events alongside the isle of Dogs 
neighbourhood planning Forum, hosted 
by John biggs, mayor of tower Hamlets, in 
February and march 2017.

local residents expressed clearly 
that there are issues associated with 
current rates of development growth 
in this Opportunity Area. clearly these 
local issues must be addressed if 
this OA is to continue to grow without 

High density housing growth places 
unsustainable pressure on local 
services such as schools and doctors; 
open spaces and other infrastructure. 

the oaPf is engaging and 
responding to these issues by:

SuPPortIng growth 
calculating what infrastructure is needed 

and when [see chapter 4. supporting 
growth with infrastructure and chapter 6]

tranSPort anD MoVeMent 
 & loCal ConneCtIonS 

StrategIeS
[see chapter 4, supporting growth with 

infrastructure]

ManagIng ConStruCtIon 
IMPaCtS

[see chapter 6 delivery and monitoring]

JoInIng uP DeVeloPMent to 
Create hIgh QualIty PlaCeS
to create unique places [see chapter 5, 

public realm + urban design]

SharIng the BenefItS  of 
gooD growth

[this is an overarching theme throughout 
the document with the consultation 

strategy outlines in chapter 7]

uncoordinated  construction vehicles 
and road and footpath closures cause 
disruption and endanger pedestrian and 
cyclist safety. Ongoing construction 
sites and traffic negatively impacts on 
air quality and noise .

the type of residential development 
under construction is not meeting local 
housing need and is unaffordable for 
local residents. canary wharf does not 
offer a broad range of jobs and services 
to the local community

in places public realm, parks and 
play space are disjointed and poorly 
coordinated between very small 
development sites. 
stretches of the dock and river paths 
are inaccessible to the public.

the public transport network seems to 
be working at capacity at peak travel 
times with long waits to access bus 
services on the ioD in particular. 

local people have told us they are 
concerned that:

causing unacceptable impacts on local 
communities . Finding solutions to 
these problems is key to maintaining 
community satisfaction and allowing 
the OA to achieve its full potential. it is 
also important to ensure growth delivers 
benefits for all the community, whether 
affordable housing, improved social 
infrastructure, enhanced transport and 
job opportunities. For this reason, this 
OApF has a key objective to share the 
benefits with the local community, and we 
recommend a community Development 
panel is established to ensure local 
residents have a voice.

we have looked at how current impacts 
of development, particularly relating to 
how construction traffic and environment 
concerns can be addressed in chapter 6, 
through the use of a construction charter.

Details of our community consultation to 
date and proposed ongoing engagement 
is set out in part 7 of this document.

  1.4
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  1.5
ensuring that development allows opportunities for local people 
to access employment and homes. Addressing physical severance 
and barriers to accessing infrastructure, jobs and services to ensure 
IoD&SP share benefits of Canary Wharf. Ensuring all development 
reduces exposure to air pollutants and noise, contributes to london as 
a zero carbon, zero waste city, improves resilience to climate change 
impacts and enhances existing green infrastructure. this is an 
overarching objective throughout the document.

the evidence base for the proposed levels of potential growth 
has been robustly prepared and a draft Development and 
Infrastructure funding Study (DIfS) has been undertaken 
which sets out what social infrastructure is required to 
support the range of potential growth levels, where it could be 
provided and how much it would cost (see Part 6, Delivery and 
monitoring).

A detailed transport strategy has been developed for the OApF, 
highlighting a robust package of measures to support the area. 
A transport and connectivity working group made up of tower 
Hamlets council, transport for london, and other key stakeholders 
is looking at mechanisms to deliver new infrastructure for the area 
(see Part 4.1, transport and movement).

this OApF will be supported by a freight and logistics study which, 
alongside the setting up of a developer forum, will be used to better 
manage and co-ordinate construction and freight traffic to minimise 
disruption and delay (see Part 6, Delivery and Monitoring).

the sites on the isle of Dogs and south poplar are in multiple 
land ownerships, and there are clusters of sites with similar 
timescales which need to be co-ordinated to ensure that each site 
makes a fair contribution to improving public realm and delivering 
social infrastructure. in terms of delivering open spaces which 
are much needed, by combining sites, these can be more easily 
delivered (see Part 5, Public realm + urban Design).

SharIng the 
BenefItS of 

gooD growth

IMProVIng 
tranSPort 
CaPaCIty + 

ConneCtIVIty  

ProVIDIng 
SoCIal 

InfraStruCture  
alongSIDe 

DeVeloPMent

ManagIng 
DelIVery + 

ConStruCtIon 
IMPaCtS

JoInIng uP 
DeVeloPMent 

aCroSS 
ownerShIPS

fIg 1.5 the objectives for this OApF ^

the objectives for this oaPf
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how will this oaPf be used? 1.6

1.5.1 Material weight of this framework
Opportunity Area planning Frameworks 
(OApF) set out planning, regeneration and 
design guidance for major growth centres 
in london, called Opportunity Areas. the 
London Plan identifies the Isle of Dogs and 
south poplar. the OApF has been prepared 
by the greater london Authority (glA) in 
partnership with transport for london (tfl) 
in consultation with london borough of 
tower Hamlets (lbtH). this consultation 
draft is based on discussions with 
landowners, stakeholders and interested 
parties, including community groups.
this draft OApF is supplementary guidance 
to the london plan and sets out the mayor’s 
strategic priorities for the next 20 years. it 
can not set out new policies but can indicate 

a direction of travel for future development. 
the OApF is informed by policy and 
guidance from national to local level.
• the draft tower hamlets local Plan 

(oct 2017) runs to 2031 and sets out 
the council’s aspirations for the OA and 
establishes site allocations for several 
sites within the area. the objectives of 
the draft local plan are closely aligned 
with those of the mayor of london in 
terms of sharing the benefits with local 
people while delivering homes and jobs 
growth, based on maximising investment 
in transport capacity upgrades. 

• the draft Isle of Dogs neighbourhood 
Plan (april 2017) sets out more detailed 
policies to address some of the issues 
raised by local people in response 

to the unprecedented pressures of 
development growth.

• new london Plan (2019) runs to 2041 
and is the overall strategic plan for 
London. Note housing figures in this 
document run from 2019, and are 
therefore lower in this document than in 
the OApF which takes account of draft 
new london plan housing targets.

this draft Isle of Dogs and South Poplar 
oaPf runs to 2041 and provides greater 
detail on how the policies of the london 
plan should be interpreted in this OA. it 
builds on the draft local level planning 
documents to address the local level issues 
of strategic growth. it will enable the OA 
to contribute towards meeting london’s 
strategic housing and employment growth 
in accordance to the principles of ‘good 
growth by looking at local plan site 
allocations in groupings to achieve better 
planning outcomes and wider objectives. 
it also has as its focus a key objective to 
deliver better connectivity and access 
to opportunities in the isle of Dogs for 
communities in south poplar.
1.5.2. what is the evidence base?
This OAPF has been drafted with the benefit 
of a detailed evidence base, including a draft 
Development infrastructure Funding study 
which has tested various scenarios for 
growth and a detailed transport study, led by 
transport for london. it has also taken into 
account the draft local plan and draft new 
london plan evidence base.

• the transport and Movement Strategy 
sets out the transport vision for the 
area, highlighting its challenges along 
with what infrastructure needs to be 
delivered within the short, medium and 
long term to enable growth to come 
forward sustainably, as well as support 
the existing communities in the area.

• the local Connections Design guide 
sets out how we can plan for and 
delivery Healthy streets over the OApF 
plan period, focusing on an area wide 
strategy for new and improved local 
connections in the isle of Dogs, south 
poplar and the surrounding area, as well 
as street-level guidance to create 21st 
century Healthy streets.

• the draft Infrastructure funding Study 
assesses the infrastructure needed to 
deliver growth, identifies the costs of 
providing infrastructure and identifies 
possible funding mechanisms for its 
delivery

these documents can be found at 
www.london.gov.uk/isleofdogs. 
to achieve the ‘good growth’ agenda in 
this key opportunity area, the focus on this 
OApF is on delivery. to initiate this process, 
the OApF has facilitated the setting up 
forums to seek to address current issues 
and investigate mechanisms to secure 
funding for much needed supporting 
infrastructure. 

fIg 1.4 How does the OApF relate to other planning documents? ^

Isle of Dogs 
& South Poplar 

oaPf
2019 - 2041

infrastructure 
Funding 

study

transport 
& movement 

strategy

local 
connections 
Design guide 

SPg

national Planning 
Policy framework

london Plan

Tower Hamlets Local 
Plan

Neighbourhood Plan

204120312021 20362026

new london Plan

tower hamlets local Plan
IoD&SP oaPf

london Plan
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part two
the plan

Chapter contents
2.1 How will the plan achieve good 

growth in the isle of Dogs and south 
poplar?

2.2 what are the components of good 
growth here?

Chapter objectives

• establishing a plan for good growth 
in the isle of Dogs and south poplar

Consultation questions

• what does good growth in the isle 
of Dogs & south poplar mean to 
you?
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fIg 2.1 structure of this document ^
fIg 2.2 strategic plan for isle of Dogs and south poplar >

Sharing the 
opportunities 

and benefits of 
growth with the 

existing local 
community 

including 
affordable 

housing.

how will the plan achieve good growth in the Isle of 
Dogs and South Poplar?
in order to enable the delivery of housing and jobs in the isle of Dogs and south poplar 
OA, this OApF has been drafted with the following objectives in mind:

pArt 3 oPPortunItIeS for gooD growth

pArt 4 SuPPortIng growth wIth InfraStruCture

pArt 5 aChIeVIng gooD growth through DeSIgn

Balancing the 
demand for high 
quality housing 

with employment 
to ensure a 

sustainable and 
flexible growth 

agenda.

Maintaining the 
status of Canary 
wharf as a global 

business and 
financial service 

location, while 
diversifying 

the wider 
employment offer 
and opportunities 

across the OA.

ensuring development is supported by the delivery of the necessary social, 
transport, utilities and green infrastructure.

using good design to encourage joined-
up development opportunities and 

create high quality places to live work 
and visit.

this chapter proposes a forward looking strategy to facilitate the delivery of good 
growth in the Isle of Dogs and South Poplar, with a focus on the first 5 years. This 

includes recommendations for setting up a delivery team which will be responsible 
for a detailed delivery plan and funding strategy. to coordinate development activity  
and better manage the impacts of construction on the local community the delivery 

team will provide a framework to continue to manage this activity in the future. 

pArt 6 DelIVery MeChanISMS

Delivering 
increased 

numbers of 
homes to meet 
local and wider 

strategic housing 
need.

reduce car use  and enhance and 
extend existing green infrastructure to 
create healthy streets which encourage 
walking and cycling through improved 
connectivity and high quality design. 

pArt 7 engagIng wIth loCal PeoPle

       key

 cAZ A equivilent

 cAZ b equivalent

 key centres

 existing strategic links

 new strategic links

 new rail

 key open spaces

 2.1
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what are the components of good growth here?

£
CentreS + 

eMPloyMent
tranSPort + 

MoVeMent

Delivering at least 110,000 
new jobs  by protecting 

the core office status 
of canary wharf while 

encouraging diversification 
of employment offers in 

the wider activity zone to 
create job opportunities for 
local people in south poplar, 
south Quay, millharbour and 
crossharbour (as well as the 

wider borough)
enhancing the retail and 

service offer of town 
centres of canary wharf, 

crossharbour district 
centre, south Quay and 
neighbourhood centres.

houSIng

Delivering a minimum 
31k much needed 

new homes in liveable 
neighbourhoods, of which 

35% minimum should be 
affordable to meet local 
housing needs as well 

as contributing towards 
london’s strategic housing 

needs.

Creating enhanced 
movement and 

connections to encourage 
walking and cycling. these 

should be focused along 
the thames path, over 
south Dock and Aspen 

way and to wider london 
through river crossings to 
increase connections to 
neighbouring boroughs 
and growth areas and 

encourage active travel. 
enhanced capacity on 

public transport network 
and station upgrades 
at crossharbour, south 

poplar and mudchute as 
well as enhanced riverboat 

infrastructure.

the overarching aim is to deliver homes and jobs well-supported by all the necessary 
infrastructure, but this draft OApF sets out in detail what form these components of 
growth should take and how development will be managed and delivered to ensure a 
sustainable and successful island and south poplar community both now and in the 
future.

SeTTINg uP A roBuST DeLIvery STrATegy To eNSure growTh IS weLL-mANAgeD, whIch 
DetaIlS how SuPPortIng InfraStruCture Can Be funDeD. 

PlaCeMakIng + 
DeSIgn

SoCIal + CoMMunIty 
InfraStruCture

SuStaInaBIlIty + 
utIlItIeS

Planning for social and 
community infrastructure 

to establish what new 
facilities and upgrades 

are needed in each of the 
proposed growth areas 
of south poplar, south 
Quay, millharbour and 

crossharbour and ensuring 
their delivery. encouraging 
community hubs and co-

location wherever feasible.

Creating utilities and 
sustainability strategy 

that ensures there is 
sufficient capacity for 

required infrastructure and 
investigates innovative 

ways of delivering capacity 
requirements.  
an integrated 

sustainability strategy 
which values and enhances 
the biodiversity, air quality  
and open space assets of 
the OA while incorporating 
further urban greening and 

flood mitigation. 

Joining up growth across 
multiple site ownerships 

to deliver new connections, 
better quality streets, parks 

and water spaces
Focus on identified ‘areas 
of change’ such as south 

Quay, south poplar and 
crossharbour to create 

development which 
celebrates the area’s unique 

character, promotes a 
range of uses which cater 

for existing and future 
communities and enhances 

local connections by 
improving existing streets 

and open spaces and 
creating new links.

 2.2
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part three
Putting the plan into action 
the opportunities for good 
growth Chapter contents

3.1 the opportunities for good growth
3.2 Housing
3.3 employment
3.4 Delivering the components of good 

growth 

Chapter objectives

• this OApF aims to establish a plan 
for delivering good growth in the 
isle of Dogs and south poplar which 
benefits all residents and improves 
links between existing and future 
communities.

• to put this plan into action we have 
identified strategies for delivering 
the key components of housing and 
centres and employment.

Consultation questions

• what do you think are the 
opportunities for good growth?

• what makes a successful and 
liveable neighbourhood?

• what are the benefits and 
challenges of high density living? 

• what do you want to see in your 
town centres?

• Do you agree with diversifying 
the employment offer of canary 
wharf?
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minimum 31k homes
and 110k jobs
the aim of this draft oaPf is to establish 
a plan for delivering ‘good growth’ in 
the Isle of Dogs and South Poplar which 
benefits all residents and delivers 
improved links between existing and 
future communities. this part of the 
document sets out a number of separate 
but interrelated strategies for delivering 
each of the key components of ‘good 
growth’:  housing, employment and 
centres, transport and movement, 
social and community infrastructure, 
sustainability and utilities. 

this part of the draft oaPf sets out 
a strategy and identifies key actions 
to be taken forward for each of the 
components for delivery good growth.

the oPPortunItIeS for gooD growth

permitted sites

permitted sites 
expected to come 
forward with new 
proposals

Future potential sites

safeguarded wharfs

fIg 3.1 permitted and future potential development sites in the isle of Dogs and south poplar >

  3.1
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Delivering homes is the key objective 
across all of london’s opportunity areas 
and if london is to meet its housing 
need, development potential across all 
of london’s Opportunity Areas must be 
optimised. 
Detailed work has been undertaken as 
part of the evidence base for this draft 
OApF to try and establish the full extent 
of potential housing growth in the isle 
of Dogs & south poplar up to the period 
2041. this has indicated that there could 
be capacity to deliver up to a total of 
49k additional homes depending on 
development rates, market conditions for 
bringing sites forward and the proposed 
type and density of development 
proposed. 
given the twenty year timescales, 
the possibility for sites which are not 
currently local plan site allocations to 
come forward in future have also been 
factored into this figure (such as estate 
regeneration schemes which would 
only come forward following full and 
transparent consultation with residents). 
this is to ensure that the full potential 
supporting infrastructure need has been 
accounted for in terms of planning for 
delivery of growth. 
equally, a lower level of growth may come 
forward in line with expected minimum 
london plan targets for housing in tower 
Hamlets, and so, to factor in flexibility, 
in terms of future growth potential and 
ensure that this document is able to 
respond accordingly to change, this 
capacity testing work has examined three 

different scenarios and examined the 
supporting infrastructure requirements for 
each.

Different policy compliant levels of 
affordable housing provision (35%, 40% 
and 50%) have been tested to ensure that 
affordable housing is deliverable within 
these figures. These demonstrate that a 
minimum figure of between 35% and 43% 
affordable housing should be deliverable 
in each of the scenarios. Differing 
densities have also been explored to 
ensure that the types of homes delivered 
offer a varied housing mix which address 
the housing needs of local people, new 
residents to the area and also allow for 
future movement of population within the 
isle of Dogs and south poplar.
Figure 3.2 sets out the emerging character 
of residential development in broad 
locations across the OA. this OApF 
envisages growth primarily of mid-rise 
and tall buildings in the south poplar, 
canary wharf, south Quay, millwall and 
cubit town areas in line with current 
development trends. the currently low-
rise areas of island gardens may only have 
limited potential for occasional mid-rise 
developments.

BaSelIne 31,000

hIgh 38,000

MaXIMuM 49,000

hoMeS

housing strategy

*

MILLWALL 
INNER DOCK 

CLUSTER

ONE CANADA 
SQUARE

BLACKWALL 
CLUSTER

LEAMOUTH  
CLUSTER

Millwall

 
Island Gardens

 
South Poplar

 
Canary Wharf 

South Quay

 
Blackwall + 
Leamouth

 
Cubitt 
Town

key

           canary wharf tall      
           building cluster

           predominantly high 
           rise, mixed use

           secondary tall               
           building clusters

           mid rise family

           low rise familyfIg 3.2 emerging residential character in the isle of Dogs and south poplar >

  3.2
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Centres + employment  
there are already busy and thriving places 
on isle of Dogs and in south poplar for 
residents, workers and visitors. key to 
maintaining and improving strength and 
success of these places will be preserving 
and expanding the current employment 
and retail functions of the key centres 
of canary wharf, crossharbour and 
south Quay as well as enhancing 
smaller neighbourhood centres as 
development comes forward. there is a 
need to diversify the types of businesses 
located within the area, including making 
enhanced provision for smes through 
provision of affordable workspace to 
support increased housing numbers 
by enabling a broader range of local 
employment opportunities. 

the draft new london plan sets out 
that employment in the isle of Dogs is 
expected to grow substantially up to 
2041.london labour market projections 
2017 indicate an additional 95,000 jobs 
in the area by 2041. However, capacity 
studies show there is potential for the 
area to deliver additional jobs. given 
constraints on development within the 
central cAZ, there is potential for the area 
to play a greater role in providing jobs 
both to tower Hamlets on a local level, and 
strategically across london as a whole.

the london plan therefore indicates 
capacity of up to 110,000 additional 
jobs in the area, and the impact of this 
figure on infrastructure has been tested 
through this OApF. this  includes 37,000 

  3.3
permitted jobs and an additional 73,000 
jobs particularly driven by expansion 
of the office-based business services 
sector, as well as more jobs in areas like 
retail and leisure services. to deliver this 
employment, an adequate supply of office 
accommodation and other workspaces 
in the isle of Dogs suitable to meet 
the needs of a growing and changing 
economy will be vital. the projected 
increase in office-based employment in 
the Isle of Dogs could create significant 
demand for new office space and this 
will need to be protected as part of the 
core function of canary wharf and the 
northern isle of Dogs.

retail provision in canary wharf has the 
potential to develop and serve a wider 
catchment, complemented by a broader 
range of leisure and other town centre 
facilities. For this reason it has been 
upgraded in the new london plan to a 
metropolitan centre. At crossharbour 
there is potential for less car-dependent 
form of development, with a broader 
range of uses and services with integrated 
residential communities. 

30
31

LEAMOUTH 
EMERGING CULTUTAL QUARTER

CAZ ‘B’ EQUIVALENT

CHRISP STREET 
DISTRICT CENTRE

ISLAND GARDENS

SOUTH 
POPLAR

IMPROVED LINKS TO THE
LEAWAY CREATIVE 
CORRIDOR

CROSSHARBOUR
NEW DISTRICT CENTRE 

CANARY WHARF
INTENSIFICATION OF EXISTING

 BUSINESS DISTRICT CORE

ELIZABETH LINE

GREENWICH

SOUTH QUAY
[SMEs / STARTUPS]

MILLWALL OUTER DOCK
NIGHT TIME ECONOMY

 
       Key

    CAZ: category A equivalent

    CAZ: category B equivalent 

    Tower Hamlets Activity Area 

    District centre / local employment hub

     Millwall Park / Mudchute Farm

     

POPLAR HIGH STREET
[SMEs / STARTUPS]

BLACKWALL & 
LEAMOUTH

fIg 3.3 proposed employment strategy in the isle of Dogs and south poplar >
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Implementing the components of good growth 3.4

3.4.1 Minimum of 35% affordable 
housing to be delivered across all 
development sites, with the potential 
for more affordable housing beyond 
the baseline growth levels.

3.4.2 Development proposals must 
accommodate local plan compliant 
housing mixes, however it is noted 
that family housing may be more 
appropriate in certain building 
typologies 

3.4.3 Affordable housing is to be 
accommodated on site within the OA 
in inclusive, mixed and well-designed 
schemes, which are tenure blind.

3.4.4 All housing must be accompanied 
with high quality private and 
communal amenity spaces to address 
the challenges of high density living. 
Developments should consider 
over provision of communal spaces 
distributed throughout the building in 
very high density typologies.

3.4.5 recommend: setting up a Housing 
management Forums across the OA, 
alongside the Developer forum to 
manage issues arising and share best 
practice. 

3.4.6 recommend: All housing in high 
density developments should be 
accompanied by draft Housing 
management plans to be secured by 
legal agreement to address issues 

3.4.7 to protect the global business 
function of canary wharf, adopt ‘core’ 
and wider ‘activity area’ approach 
to guide employment floorspace, 
protecting delivery of minimum levels 
of floorspace on key sites within these 
zones.

3.4.8 encouraging a more diverse 
employment offer within the ‘activity 
zone’ and other local centres 
which will include opportunities for 
affordable workspace to compliment 
the ‘core’ function.

3.4.9 establishing a successful and diverse 
hierarchy of centres including an 
upgraded metropolitan centre at 
canary wharf, new centre district 
centre at crossharbour and an 
upgraded local parade in poplar.

3.4.10 incorporating cultural elements into 
new centres as part of the wider civic 
function in line with the emerging 
production corridor and leamouth 
cultural Quarter.

3.4.11 encouraging a vibrant leisure and 
evening economy through new 
developments and civic use of public 
realm.

3.4.12 recommend: co-location of 
affordable workspaces in centres 
with other civic functions to enable 
employment and skills opportunities 
to be offered to local communities.

£Housing
relating to sales, occupancy and 
maintenance. 

3.4.13 recommend exploring opportunities 
for maker space at leamouth and 
south poplar, maximising links with 
local education providers.

3.4.14 recommend encouraging meanwhile 
uses on empty sites as well as market 
uses to serve community needs in 
retail areas

employment
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part four
Supporting growth with 
infrastructure

Chapter contents
4.1 transport and movement strategy
4.2 social and community infrastructure
4.3 sustainability and utilities strategy

4.4 Delivering infrastructure

Chapter objectives

• to establish the infrastructure 
needed to support the proposed 
levels of growth

• to identify a number of separate but 
interrelated strategies for delivering 
the key components of good growth:
• transport and movement
• social and community 

infrastructure
• sustainability and utilities

Consultation questions

• Have we identified all the types of 
infrastructure needed to support 
growth?

• what community infrastructure 
would you like to see in the isle 
of Dogs and south poplar and 
where?
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healthcare

new, higher 
capacity Dlr trains 

every 2 mins in 
peak hours

Bus service 
and reliability 

enhancements
2018 opening of 
elizabeth line

community, 
leisure & 

sportmajor capital 
investment in 

delivering better 
healthier streets

investing in the 
cycle network 

including 
connections to CS3

new links across 
South Dock and 

aspen way

2 libraries
1 swimming pool

minimum 4 sports 
halls

sustainable 
transport

local 
connections

minimum 4 gp 
surgeries 

 4

SuPPortIng growth uP to   2041 wIth InfraStruCture

SCHOOL

schools

minimum 10 
primary schools

minimum 3 
secondary schools

utilities

renewable energy 
to support london 
becoming a zero 
carbon city by 

2050
2 additional primary 

substations
strategic 

reinforcement to 
coppermill lane 
water treatment 

works
Flood defences

telecom 
infrastructure

emergency 
services
1 fire station

1 police station
extension to 

existing ambulance 
station

green 
infrastructure

Increase in 20% 
green cover 

making best use 
of existing green 

infrastructure 
by enriching 
biodiversity 

and improving 
accessibility 
coordinating 

new open space 
provision across 
site boundaries

improving surface 
water management

What infrastructure is needed to support growth?

to establish a plan for good growth, and to ensure that housing and employment 
growth in this OA is sustainable, we have undertaken a supporting infrastructure study 
to identify infrastructure requirements. this chapter sets out what those requirements 
are, when they are needed  and how they might be delivered spatially. most of the 
transport infrastructure will be required for all growth scenarios, but the amount of social 
infrastructure and local services will vary across the scenarios.

tfl & lBth tfl & lBth

education and 
Skill funding 

agency (eSfa) 
(& private providers)

Clinical 
Commissing 

groups (CCgs)

london fire 
and emergency 

Planning authority 
(lfePa) & Met 

Police

lBth
lBth

(& developers)
utIlItIeS 

ProVIDerS

who DelIVerS?
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key

 local walking / cycling connections

 cycle superhighway 2

 river crossings

 Highway junction improvements

 river services

 station improvements

 bus services

 Dlr

 elizabeth line

 Jubilee line

 safeguarded wharves

the isle of Dogs and south poplar sits at 
the epicentre of broad change and growth 
across inner east and south east london. 

Significant investment in public transport 
infrastructure has taken place across 
the area over the past 20 to 30 years, 
including the delivery of the Dlr 
network, the Jubilee line extension and 
the limehouse link tunnel.  this has 
underpinned the growth of areas such as 
the major centre (soon to be upgraded 
to metropolitan centre) at canary wharf, 
where transport plays a pivotal role in 
protecting and supporting its global 
status.  

now, further investment and the right 
policies are needed to support ‘good 
growth’ and serve existing and new 
communities, and so we must consider 
options for further enhancements to 
the transport network as well as new 
connections to, from and within the area.

transport is fundamental to delivering this 
good growth by supporting the delivery 
of walkable, liveable neighbourhoods 
with good access to a range of public 
transport options, which enable people 
to choose cleaner, healthier ways to 
travel.  people must have safe, pleasant, 
green and healthy streets for walking 
and cycling, alongside continuing fast, 
efficient and reliable public transport to 
enable people to get to work, school and 
access services.  the area also needs to 
proactively plan for essential freight and 
servicing trips so that business can thrive 

without affecting people’s quality of life. 

new transport investment is required in 
order to provide a good public transport 
experience. Despite major investment the 
physical geography of the area still suffers 
from severance, primarily in the forms of 
the rivers lea and thames, as well as the 
Docks and transport arteries.  Overcoming 
the barriers caused by this severance will 
enable existing and new communities to 
come together and broaden travel choice. 

the OApF is underpinned by a transport 
and Movement Strategy and a local 
Connections strategy and Design guide 
which can be found at www.london.gov.uk/
isleofdogs.  

   4.1.1 Transport and movement strategy

fIg 4.1 proposed transport strategy in the isle of Dogs and south poplar > greenwicH

cAnADA 
wAter

cAnning 
tOwn
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healthy streets and people
in line with the mayor’s transport strategy, 
a key principle of the OApF is to tackle the 
dominance of traffic and make the streets 
in the area better for people.  As this part 
of inner london continues to grow, we 
need to make more efficient use of the 
road space, through facilitating use of 
space-efficient forms of transport which 
focus on the movement of people and 
goods rather than vehicles.  we seek to 
create an environment that encourages 
people to walk and cycle for local journeys, 
as well as the last mile of longer journeys, 
and provide opportunities to connect 
to the strategic cycling network on 
both sides of the river, including cycle 
superhighway 3. 
An important element of this will be 
investing in the quality of the area’s 
streets and public realm, ensuring the 
needs of all users are balanced and 
the street environment is safe, inviting 
and attractive through developing a 
programme of corridor based public realm 
improvements across the whole island.  it 
will also be important to enhance the local 
character and identity through a sequence 
of connected public realm and open 
space assets, for instance in enhancing 
the thames path from limehouse to 
leamouth and beyond.  improvements to 
major highway junctions will take place to 
support all modes of travel, for instance 
major improvements to preston’s road 
roundabout which will improve conditions 
for walking and cycling at this important 
gateway location. 
we need to reduce physical severance 

through new and improved bridges at 
south Dock and the river lea, reducing 
pressure to use the public transport 
network for short trips by providing viable 
alternatives that enable access to onward 
travel at canary wharf and canning 
town.  we will also support and progress 
proposals for a new pedestrian and 
cycle crossing between rotherhithe and 
canary wharf across the river thames, 
linking the two OAs of canada water 
and the isle of Dogs and south poplar, 
as well as providing access from south 
and south east london to canary wharf.  
the silvertown tunnel (due early 2020s) 
will also deliver a fundamental change in 
cross-river bus services.
we will also continue to look at how we 
can improve connectivity between canary 
wharf and south poplar through decking 
over the poplar Dlr depot and Aspen 
way or delivering new bridge links, in turn 

Transport and movement key principles   4.1.2

addressing north-south severance and 
enabling better access to elizabeth line 
and the Jubilee line, as well as providing a 
new attractive and vibrant place within the 
area.  
incorporating stations into the sense of 
place is important, especially for areas 
such as crossharbour District centre.  
we need to continue to improve stations 
across the area, including providing 
additional capacity at stations such as 
blackwall and crossharbour, as well as 
providing an improved environment and 
experience at others like island gardens 
and mudchute. 
collectively the delivery of this 
infrastructure will work towards enabling 
an enhanced north-south central spine 
that links the royal borough of greenwich 
up through the crossharbour District 
centre, canary wharf major centre, chrisp 
street District centre and into the wider 

borough. 
the way goods are moved around the 
area to support both residential and 
employment requirements will need to 
change in line with the rest of london.  
consideration needs to be given as to how 
goods are delivered around the island and 
south poplar, through providing cleaner, 
quieter and safer vans and lorries, using 
water transport, as well as behavioural 
solutions, such as re-timing of deliveries.  
the potential for consolidation across the 
area and the use of enhanced technology 
needs to be explored to minimise 
disruption to residents. A coordinated 
approach to construction and freight 
management is required for the OA, 
bringing together the private sector in 
order to actively understand, plan and 
manage freight across the area (see part 
6). 

completing the Thames River pathNew and enhanced bridge links Enhanced cycling routes
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a good public transport 
experience 
Public transport is the most efficient way 
for people to travel distances that are too 
long to walk and cycle.  Significant public 
transport investment has taken place over 
the past few decades, with the elizabeth 
line and further tube upgrades set to 
be delivered in the short term.  However, 
further capacity is vital to support both 
existing communities and further growth.  
there is an opportunity to make better 
use of existing public transport, through 
further investment to provide additional 
capacity at more regular frequencies.  
Delivery of new, more spacious Dlr 
trains from 2022, as well as improved 
frequencies on both the Dlr and Jubilee 
line will provide a step-change in capacity 
across the public transport network. 
continued enhancements to the bus 

network will also enable travel choice and 
improve bus reliability.  
in addition to the delivery of the new 
elizabeth line, which will provide fast and 
convenient access across london, tfl 
is undertaking feasibility to consider the 
case and options for further strategic 
public transport infrastructure to support 
growth and existing communities across 
inner east london.
Furthermore, new pier infrastructure to 
the east of the area will enable new links 
not only to central london but to north 
greenwich and woolwich.  On the island, 
a new bus interchange will be delivered as 
part of a new enhanced District centre at 
crossharbour. 

Transport and movement key principles   4.1.2

enabling good growth and 
innovation
making better use of the public transport 
network, as well as improving conditions 
for active travel, should aim to provide 
more equal access to opportunities 
for everyone, as well as improving 
londoner’s health and the environment.  
central to this will be providing genuine 
alternatives to the car, through the 
delivery of improved connections and 
public realm as previously highlighted, 
providing greater choice in how we travel 
which in turn will enable the area to be 
serviced more effectively.  Through  this, 
and the other measures identified in this 
chapter we need to look for a little over 
90 per cent of trips to, from and within the 
area to be made on foot, by cycle or by 
public transport.  This is a significant, but 
achievable challenge where on average 

a little over 80 per cent of journeys are 
made today by these healthy, efficient and 
sustainable forms of transport. 
places should be planned around people, 
not vehicles, with attractive public spaces, 
good quality local shops and services and 
streets that prioritise pedestrians, cyclists 
and public transport users. An appropriate 
approach to cycle parking and storage, 
together with car parking and servicing, 
also needs to be considered through the 
planning process in developments and on 
street. 
in order to support good growth across 
the area we need to continue to create 
opportunities for people to broaden the 
range of travel options open to them, 
including for example through flexible 
working and enhancement of centres 
in order to reduce the need to travel 
or learning to cycle safely, as well as 
providing enhanced information to enable 
people to choose how and when they 
travel. we need to keep apace of change 
and consider how we will travel in the 
future, in doing so be open to innovative 
ideas to support the area.

New river servicesIncreased public transport capacity
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Social + community infrastructure 
Co-locating social 
infrastructure at new 
community hubs
social infrastructure includes schools, 
colleges, gp surgeries, community 
centres, leisure facilities, public toilets, 
parks and play areas. it provides places 
for people to interact and serves as the 
glue which keeps communities together. 
providing good quality and accessible 
social infrastructure is a vital part of 
creating dynamic and thriving places 
where people want to live. 

For this draft OApF we have undertaken a 
detailed infrastructure study which has 
calculated the infrastructure requirements 
for each of the baseline,  high and 
maximum growth scenarios. we have 
tested these requirements spatially to be 
sure that there is the physical capacity to 
accommodate the infrastructure required 
in each of these scenarios. 

the results of the infrastructure study 
have been used to work out the level 
of growth that can be sustainably 
accommodated and will set out the 
infrastructure that must be provided as 
part of that growth. this information has 
then been used to:

• plan for the space needed for e.g. new 
schools and community facilities.

• ensure that transport capacity is 
upgraded to meet local need at key 
times.

• identify what infrastructure is planned 

 4.2

east India

wood 
wharf

Poplar high Street

Marsh wall

glengall grove

manchester road

the Quarterdeck

westferry

  proposed / expanded community hubs

  existing community hubs

DelIVery + MonItorIng 
please note that the proposed locations 
of new social infrastructure in this 
chapter are indicative. it is also possible 
that due to changing demographics 
or economic factors that these 
requirements change over time. For this 
reason, and given the long term nature 
of this OApF which looks to 2041, we 
recommend a regular 5 year review of 
requirements as part of the ongoing 
Delivery and Monitoring Strategy 
(please see part 6).

and what will be needed and when in 
the future.

• identify cost of infrastructure and 
establish mechanisms to fund and 
deliver  it.

• inform  planning and design guidance 
for the isle of Dogs and south poplar 
areas. 

For health requirements we have 
examined how many gps would be 
required for each of the scenarios and 
again we have tested where these could 
be accommodated, bearing in mind site 
availability and delivery constraints.

For community facilities, there is a need 
to protect existing assets, and provide 
usable and affordable spaces within new 
centres that can be utilized for a variety of 
purposes. it is recommended that some 
of these are able to be adapted to meet 
the accommodation needs of skills and 
training programmes.

fIg 4.2 co-location of social infrastructure at community hubs in the isle of Dogs and south poplar >
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Social + community infrastructure 
education   4.2.1

 Primary school requirements Secondary school requirements

High growth 
Max. growth 

with planning permission
•  wood wharf
•  alpha Square 
•  Millharbour Village
lbtH draft site allocations
•  reuters
•  Marsh wall east
•  limeharbour
•  Millharbour South 
•  Crossharbour  

with planning permission
•  westferry Printworks
lbtH draft site allocations
•  Billingsgate trIggerS

based on current demographics, the following numbers of homes would trigger the 
need for additional schools:
   3Fe primary school  2,160 homes
  6Fe secondary school 7,920 homes
  6Fe sixth Form   11,494 homes
note that this is indicative only and actual requirements may differ.

Monitoring 
the above is calculated to glA child yields as maximum potential requirement for each 
scenario. Actual requirements may be lower, and demographics should be regularly 
monitored, as outlined in Chapter 6, Delivery + Monitoring

Methodology 
school requirements have been calculated based on dwelling numbers for each growth 
scenario. Unless specified otherwise in the tower hamlets IDP, primary schools assume 
3 forms of entry and secondary schools assume 6 forms of entry. these projections 
run to 2041 compared to the tower hamlets local Plan which runs to 2025, and is 
based on school roll projections.

10 schools/ 26 fe 3 schools / 18 fe

12 schools / 32 FE 4 schools / 23 FE
14 schools / 38 FE 4 schools / 24 FE

Baseline growth 

High growth 
Max. growth 

Baseline growth 

 Primary school requirements Secondary school requirements

requirements

Delivery
what infrastructure has already been planned for?

• expansion of existing and permitted 
schools

• creating ‘all-through’ schools on 
existing secondary school sites

• use of tower Hamlets’ land
• ensuring any potential future estate 

regeneration is self sufficient in 
school places

• Accounting for free school places, 
private schools and out of borough 
provision

recommended options for delivering 
potential additional school capacity
• expansion of existing primary schools   

on large sites to create ‘all-through’ 
schools

• Intensification of uses to free up land 
for school provision

• innovative design solutions to school 
provision within mixed use schemes

• taking a borough wide approach to 
secondary school provision and using 
sites beyond the OA

• Accounting for free school places, 
private schools and out of borough 
provision

 Primary school delivery strategy Secondary school delivery strategy

recommended options for delivering potential additional school capacity
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with planning permission
 wood wharf
 Millharbour
lbtH draft site allocations
 Crossharbour
 Marsh wall east

  gP surgeries   emergency Services

Social + community infrastructure 
Health and emergency services

Ba
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1

RECOMMENDED SITES FOR 
• 1 fire station
 West India Dock Rd car park
• 1 police station
 Manchester Road [expansion]
1000sqm ambulance station extension 
 Poplar, Harford Street 

recOmmenDeD sites FOr 
• 1 fire station
 west India Dock rd car park
• 1 police station
 Manchester road [expansion]
1000sqm ambulance station expansion 
 Poplar, harford Street 

RECOMMENDED SITES FOR 
• 1 fire station
 West India Dock Rd car park
• 1 police station
 Manchester Road [expansion]
1200sqm ambulance station extension 
 Poplar, Harford Street 

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

As above plus:
LBTH draft site allocations
 Marsh Wall West

As above plus:
LBTH draft site allocations
 Millharbour South

2

3
4

5

6

   4.2.2

Methodology Health and emergency services requirements have been calculated at 
current provision levels and based on population projections for each growth scenario. 
gp surgeries assume 1 gp per 1,800 people and 10 gps per surgery, police assume 1 
station per 85,000 people, Ambulance assumes 1 station per 117,000 people and fire 
services assumes 1 station per 50,000 people.

fIg 4.3 potential locations for Health and emergency services facilities in the ioD&sp >

3

1

2

3

4
5

6

1

2

trIggerS surgery (10 consulting room)  18,000 people
  Fire stations     51,000 people
  police stations    85,000 people
  Ambulance stations    117,000 people
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libraries
with planning permission
 wood wharf
lbtH  draft site allocations
 Crossharbour

Sports halls
lbtH draft site allocations
 tiller road expansion
Dual usage within schools
[equivalent to 3.25 sports halls]
recommended additional sites
 workhouse/ College expansion
 limeharbour
Swimming pools
 Borough provision olympic Park
 Potential open water swimming

  leisure + sport   Community

Social + community infrastructure 
leisure, sport and community
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1 1

   4.2.3

2

As above

As above

2

4

AS ABOVE PLUS:
Sports halls
Dual usage within schools
[equivalent to 0.75 sports halls]
 Millwall Park - potential to expand  
 existing changing rooms or uses  
 Millwall arches

AS ABOVE PLUS: 
Dual usage of sports halls within schools
[equivalent to 0.5 sports halls]

6

3

DelIVery reCoMMenDatIonS innovative forms of sports provision within mixed use 
schemes will be supported, such as use of roof tops, podiums and basements.

Methodology leisure, sport and community requirements have been calculated based 
on dwelling numbers for each growth scenario. Assumptions: 0.34 sports courts per 
1000 people, 4 courts per sports hall, swimming pools - 11.48sqm per 1000 people, 
libraries - 30sqm per 1000 people.

5

fIg 4.4 potential locations for leisure, sports and community facilities in the ioD&sp >

1

2
1

trIggerS 4 court sports Hall    5,430 units
  Library     30sqm floorspace per 1000 people
  international swimming pool  109,000 people

2

3

6

5

6

12 mins to stratford 4
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Sustainability + utilities strategy

to enhance the environment and promote 
biodiversity it will be important as 
development continues in this oa to 
protect, enhance and where possible 
intensify and expand existing green 
infrastructure including park and water 
spaces.

Sustainability and green infrastructure
Objectives for the sustainability and green 
infrastructure strategy for the ioD&sp OA 
are:
• promote healthier living and encourage 

walking and cycling
• improve air quality, water quality and 

increase greening
• tackling the sources of pollution by 

consolidate freight to reduce vehicles 
on the road, improving local connections 
to encourage greater walking and 
cycling and reducing pollution from new 
developments through the planning 
process

• lessen the impacts of climate change 
and improve biodiversity and ecological 
resilience

• improve access to nature and enhance 
biodiversity on the blue and green grids

• Address flood risk and encourage SUDS 
in development proposals

• Address cumulative impacts of tall 
buildings such as daylight, sunlight, wind, 
noise and overheating in development 
proposals.

• There is a deficit of green space within 
the Opportunity Area which will be 
difficult to address given the physical 
constraints. However, there are some 
innovative solutions in terms of providing 

new green and open spaces through 
allocated sites and ensuring that other 
green spaces work harder to deliver 
improved quality, access and integrated 
approach to water management: 
• south poplar green link
• enhancing access to, biodiversity 

and resilience of mudchute park as a 
site of metropolitan importance for 
nature conservation

• improvements to access and 
robustness of millwall park and sir 
John mcDougal park

• improving the water quality and 
leisure value of the docks

• improving access to the river 
thames and thames foreshore

• Dlr underline linear park

Developments should work hard to deliver 
green infrastructure, enhance biodiversity 
and improve air quality in high density urban 
environments, in accordance with urban 
greening Factor set out within the draft new 
london plan and environmental strategy. 
this should include consideration of the 
following:
• Removing motor traffic from local 

streets and increasing planting to create 
boulevards and linear parks

• use of green roofs and living façades
• Creating new areas of flood storage
• Introducing reed beds and wild flowers 

to conserve and enhance wildlife and 
natural habitats

• support and secure management of new 
and existing habitats

 4.3

fIg 4.5 creating a consolidated utilities corridor alongside existing transport infrastructure >

A13

A1203

A12

DH

DH

W

CRITICAL 
DRAINAGE AREA

CRITICAL 
DRAINAGE AREA

CRITICAL 
DRAINAGE AREA

CRITICAL 
DRAINAGE AREA

DH

POTENTIAL LOCATION 
FOR FREIGHT 

CONSOLIDATION UNIT

sub

DH

West Ham 
Primary 

substation

Towards 
Coppermill Lane 

Water Works

sub

sub

W

DH

proposed district heating 
network
proposed electricity 
network
proposed potable water 
network
existing major roads
proposed sub stations
Optimisation of existing 
waste transfer
proposed district heating 
centre
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there is opportunity for sustainable 
low carbon development in this oa, 
through exploring opportunities to 
integrate innovative technologies into 
new development, particularly for waste, 
servicing and logistics in a high density 
environment. however this will only be 
possible alongside significant upgrades 
to the existing utilities networks.

utilities
Detailed discussions have taken place 
with utilities providers to ascertain the 
infrastructure requirements for this OA. 
these have included meetings with uk 
power networks (electricity and cabling), 
thames water (water and sewerage), 
national grid (gas), 
electricity is currently served by a series 
of 132kv supplies from the west Ham gsp, 
while gas is currently provided from the 
high pressure off take at Beckton. There 
is sufficient capacity in the existing gas 
infrastructure but the following upgrades 
are likely to be required to service growth 
for the Opportunity Area:
• two additional 132/11kw primary 

substations
• 132kV primary cable network
• new development should optimise 

energy efficiency design and renewable 
energy production to reduce demand on 
the strategic network.

• strategic reinforcement of coppermill 
lane water treatment works 
(approximately 5km of new infrastructure 
and a total of 15km new pipes to serve 
the development area)

• thames water are currently looking at 
a range of options in terms of routing 

and pipe dimensions. routing new water 
mains to the site from coppermills wtw 
is challenging. if levels of water reuse 
on site are increased through planning 
and delivery of re-use infrastructure, 
the diameter of the strategic mains can 
decrease, making routing significantly 
easier and less costly.

• A detailed study (iwms) is required in to 
the overall impact of development on the 
foul water sewer network, maintenance 
and treatment facilities. As an interim 
measure and to ensure foul sewerage 
systems can cope with discharge it will 
be important that all individual sites deal 
with surface water flows through SUDS 
and greywater harvesting.

flood risk and Drainage
the majority of the OA is within Flood Zone 
3.  This means that without the existing flood 
defences it would be at high risk of flooding.  
the environment Agency has a long term 
plan in place to continue to provide a high 
standard of flood defence through the rest 
of this century (the thames estuary 2100 
plan).  As part of this plan, there is likely to 
be a need to increase the height of flood 
defence walls along the river thames and 
the tidal river lee.  this will need to be 
factored in to any riverside developments, 
and may mean that additional land is 
required to allow higher flood defence 
walls to be built without creating a sterile 
river front.  it will also be important to retain 
access for long term maintenance and 
upgrades to the defences.  in order to co-
ordinate the plans for the riverside, the eA 
and glA are promoting riverside strategies 
which will set out the requirements, 
restrictions and opportunities for updating 

 4.3
flood defences along the Thames and tidal 
tributaries.  Even with good flood defences 
there will remain a small residual risk that 
those defences could fail, or be overtopped.  
therefore it will also be important for new 
buildings to design in measures to mitigate 
this residual flood risk.

parts of the isle of Dogs and south poplar 
are also at risk from surface water flooding.  
The most significant areas are identified in 
Fig 4.5  as critical Drainage Areas.  

A detailed study, known as an Integrated 
water Management Study (IwMS) is 
recommended to consider how best 
to manage these risks and to promote 
opportunities for rainwater harvesting 
or water recycling that can reduce the 
strain on water supplies.  However, as a 
general principle all new developments 
will be expected to consider sustainable 
drainage measures.  For those 
developments that are close to or 
adjacent to either the docks or the river 
thames, then a direct discharge to the 
respective waterbody is likely to be the 
preferred method of sustainable drainage.

telecommunications and Smart cities 
the development area is currently 
served by a number of telecom providers 
with a combination of fibre and copper 
distribution networks. Distribution of both 
types of network will be provided from 
adjacent cabling and joint boxes to serve 
development areas.  new networks will 
be constructed to supply the proposed 
development within the development 
highway network. As part of this provision:

• Zone 2 canary wharf is likely to 
require ‘continuity of supply’ for new 
infrastructure. this ensures that required 
supplies are maintained in the event of 
any outages.

• telecom providers will normally require 
developers to excavate and lay the 
necessary ducts and joint boxes, which 
would be provided through normal costs 
assumptions on the part of developers.  

• For Openreach, free of charge 
connection is possible and the 
necessary chambers can usually be 
constructed as part of the general 
highway construction works. However, 
given the density of development in 
the OA and the lack of capacity on 
the road network, these works will 
need to be co-ordinated. For larger 
residential developments, telecoms 
providers should work with developers 
to secure one off costs for building level 
connections and agreed service levels.

• commercial users requiring super-fast 
broadband speeds will be responsible 
for procuring their own connections 
from the telecommunications providers. 
this will be provided via newly installed 
duct networks – space for which should 
be secured. 

waste disposal in high density urban 
areas scoping work has recently been 
undertaken for lbtH which investigated 
options for waste disposal in high density 
urban areas (refer to lbtH emerging 
policy D.mw3 waste collection Facilities 
in new Development). A number of options 
were explored, including underground 
vacuum collection systems provided by 
two companies (envac and marimatic).  
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both essentially provide a network of low 
pressure underground pipelines, connected 
to on-street stations, which moves waste 
towards a terminal building.  the envac 
system is included in the tower Hamlets 
infrastructure plan (november 2016) and it 
is recommended that a system of this sort 
be endorsed and applied within the OA as 
part of a future waste management strategy. 
waste recommendations are as follows:
• individual building pipework and 

indicative storage space (space 
equivalent to 0.5sqm per residential unit) 
to be included as part of development 
proposals.

• sites for a collection station to be 
identified for each system to provide 
space for storing large containers 
which aggregate/bulk up the collected 
materials. 

• the space required for this (i.e. 300m2 
for a residential block of 600 units) and 
its location within the development 
needs to be factored into the overall 
development design and cost.  it is 
possible to site these underground; 
however, access for the collection 
vehicle must be allowed for in 
development proposals. 

• it should be designed to collect the 
six main dry materials as a minimum 
(paper, card, plastic bottles, mixed rigid 
plastics pots, tubs and trays, glass, 
metals) and food waste. suitable space 
allocations for separate bin storage 
within residential and commercial units 
needs to be factored in to design (ie split 
bins in kitchens) 

improving the existing municipal waste 
management facilities will be an important 
part of any future waste management 

strategy for the isle of Dogs and south 
poplar OA. improvements to the existing 
recycling centre at yabsley street over the 
full delivery period have also been factored 
into the infrastructure study (refer to the 
Development Infrastructure funding 
Study available at www.london.gov.uk/
isleofdogs).
given high densities in the area, innovative 
solutions to consolidate freight, waste and 
servicing are needed to de-congest the 
road network and improve air quality. 

A waste Management Strategy should be 
undertaken alongside a Construction and 
freight Strategy to consider integrated 
and innovative solutions such as:
• waste compacting
• service consolidation 
• electric / driverless last mile deliveries
• use of safeguarded wharves
• consider use of renewable transport 

fuels made from waste products and 
oil (eg biodiesel and biomethane) 

• transport of waste by river
• Facilitating appointment of a single 

provider for collection of commercial 
waste and recycling.

ChP and heat network
the london plan requires developers to 
prioritise connection to existing or planned 
decentralised energy networks where 
feasible or develop their own site wide 
community heating system supplied by gas 
fired boilers and CHP. There is an existing 
heat network within the DiFs opportunity 
area, barkantine, which sits within Zone 4 
(crossharbour).  
the heat network infrastructure has 

been assumed to comprise 3 elements. 
the internal infrastructure has not been 
apportioned for as this is already accounted 
for within the developer costs.
• Hn01) energy centre 
• Hn02) primary Heat pipework
• Hn03) primary Heat substations
there are existing and planned heat 
networks within the study area and some 
of the lower density sites (within island 
gardens) are unlikely to be suitable for 
DHn connection. therefore, these growth 
scenarios were reduced appropriately 
across the dwelling numbers, based 
upon the removal of sites with existing/
proposed self-provision (particularly 
sites within islands gardens which are 
not geographically applicable and a 50% 
dwelling reduction of sites to be included 
within the existing barkantine Heat network 
extension)
• the High growth scenario has seen a 

dwelling reduction of 7,270. 
• the medium growth scenario has  seen 

a dwelling reduction of 7,160.
given the heat density and existence of 
heat networks in and around the OA, an 
energy Master Plan (eMP) should be 
carried out.

assessing Cumulative Impacts
there will be cumulative environmental 
impacts which will need to be assessed 
through the development management 
process on a site by site basis. Area 
wide masterplans should examine 
these cumulative impacts such as 
microclimate, air quality and noise, and 
provide a strategy for managing these 
impacts (see chapters 6 and 7).

utIlItIeS anD energy trIggerS
• strategic reinforcement to the utilities 

infrastructure is needed across all 
scenarios. it is critical that this is 
planned for and funded in the short 
term.

• the Delivery team should establish 
a integrated utilities plan in the short 
term, which should consider the need 
for land such as primary substations, 
coordinate up stream reinforcements, 
explore feasibility of utilities tunnels and 
a coordinated approach to delivering 
utilities infrastructure. 

• up front funding will be needed to 
procure upgrades to the strategic 
network, which will be recovered on a 
site by site basis from the developers. 
the Delivery team should explore 
forward funding options for this as part 
of the Funding study.

• throughout construction, the utility 
providers Forum should coordinate 
connections to the strategic network 
across construction sites, to minimise 
impact and disruption to local residents.

given the heat density and existence of 
heat networks in and around the OA, an 
energy Master Plan (eMP) should be 
carried out.
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Implementing the key components of infrastructure  4.4

Sustainable transport

4.4.1 Achieving 90% travel by sustainable 
modes, including walking, cycling and 
public transport to, from and within 
the OA. 

4.4.2 Opening of elizabeth line in 2018, 
providing step change in connectivity 
to and from the area.

4.4.3 provide more trains at peak times on 
the Jubilee line.

4.4.4 new and more frequent Dlr trains 
operating every 2 minutes in the peak.

4.4.5 looking towards providing a 24 hour 
public transport network.

4.4.6 protect bus service reliability and 
improve journey times.

4.4.7 enhance stations across the 
area enhancements, including 
crossharbour and mudchute.

4.4.8 new bus interchange at crossharbour 
District centre.

4.4.9 new river services pier to the east of 
the area enabling more direct links to 
north greenwich.

4.4.10 A package of new bridges across the 
area, including across south Dock and 
river lea.

4.4.11 A new strategic walking and cycling 
connection between rotherhithe / 
canada water OA and canary wharf / 
isle of Dogs and south poplar OA.

4.4.12 improved connections between 
south poplar and canary wharf.

4.4.13 upgrades to prestons road 
roundabout and other junctions 
across the area.

4.4.14 major capital investment delivering 
better, healthier streets across 
the area.  through this create an 
environment that encourages people 
to walk and cycle for local journeys 
and the last mile of longer journeys.

4.4.15 create walkable neighbourhoods 
served by enhanced centres which 
reduce the need to travel.

4.4.16 investment in the cycle network 
and improved connections to cycle 
superhighway 3.

4.4.17 safer and cleaner streets in line with 
mayoral commitments and tower 
Hamlets local plan.

4.4.18 securing high quality active travel 
facilities through the planning 
process.

4.4.19 planning and co-ordinating safe, 
clean and efficient freight, including 
implementing urban freight tools and 
investigate the need for freight and 
servicing consolidation.

4.4.20 look to how technology and 
innovation can support the area in the 
future.

4.4.21 tfl will investigate the feasibility to 
consider the case and options for 
further strategic public transport 
infrastructure across inner east 
london.

Social infrastructure

4.4.21  to ensure timely delivery of the social 
infrastructure required alongside 
development, a flexible delivery plan 
is required. this can also adapt to 
demographic changes if necessary 
without the need to retrofit facilities.

4.4.22 subject to monitoring, a minimum 
of 4,410 primary school places are 
required by 2031, with future capacity 
for 2-6 additional schools likely to be 
required by 2041.

4.4.23 Ongoing demographic monitoring is 
needed to assess education demand.

4.4.24 schools are to be provided that can 
be easily expanded from 2 to 3 Fe.

4.4.25 school sports facilities must be 
designed to allow for community use 
addressing a deficit of playing pitches 
and sports facilities in the OA.

4.4.26 A minimum of 3 gp surgeries are 
required by 2031, with 1 - 3 additional 
surgeries required by 2041.

4.4.27 community facilities should be co-
located in centres (crossharbour/
wood wharf) and could incorporate 
skills and training facilities. spaces 
could also be used as temporary 
schools, should capacity be required.

4.4.28 introducing community uses in lbtH 
assets such as the millwall cutting 
which could provide a community hub/
affordable workspace.

4.4.29 Addressing impact on services 
provided at a regional scale, such as 
emergency services 

utilities and sustainability

4.4.30  set up an energy and  utilities 
steering group to establish work 
streams with utilities providers 
to address priorities, promote 
renewables and energy efficiency. 
saving spaces for infrastructure + 
exploring relocation/longer term 
changes to energy supply.

4.4.31 Develop new strategies for delivering 
cables / utilities infrastructure using 
existing assets.

4.4.32 improve access to and robustness of 
existing green spaces such as millwall 
park, John mcDougall gardens. (refer 
to lbtH Open space strategy 2017, 
available at www.towerhamlets.gov.uk)

4.4.33 Develop proposals to enhance the 
usage and biodiversity of the Dock 
and water spaces including millwall 
dock, south Dock, middle Dock and 
north Dock.

4.4.34 wind tunnel / microclimate should be 
addressed comprehensively through 
area masterplans and assessed 
through the planning process.

4.4.35 undertake an Integrated water 
Management Study to examine flood 
risk, drainage and water supply issues.

4.4.36 undertake a riverside Strategy to 
consider options and opportunities 
for managing flood defences, access 
to the thames and its foreshore and 
the provision of the thames path.

4.4.37 Development will achieve a 20% 
increase in green cover compared to 
the existing baseline.
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part five
Public realm and urban 
design

Chapter contents
5.1 Joining up growth
5.2 local connections
5.3 existing character areas
5.4 Areas of change
5.5 Delivering the components of good 

design
Chapter objectives
• ensuring development enhances 

the existing character of the OA
• creating a joined up public realm 

network across site ownerships, 
making it more convenient and 
attractive to walk and cycle

• improve the environmental quality 
of existing streets, parks and water 
space

• creating meaningful new green 
infrastructure including open 
spaces, parks and connections 
by working across multiple 
landownerships and extending the 
existing network of open spaces

Consultation questions
• Do you agree with the existing 

character areas described in  this 
chapter? 

• would you add anything to the 
visions for the areas of change? 

• would the proposed new routes 
and open spaces enhance 
accessibility? can you suggest any 
others?
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Joining up growth

 responding to the existing character areas
growth should compliment the existing character of the area.

this section defines the character of 7 distinct areas in the OA, from the historic 
docklands, to a high rise global financial district and low rise family housing 
surrounding a city farm. to achieve a cohesive sense of place, new development will 
compliment the existing context, carefully consider how it negotiates the change in 
scale and character and enhances the places between the existing local character 
areas.

 enhancing local connections

 areas of change
growth needs to be coordinated across multiple land ownerships.

this section identifies 6 areas where we expect to see significant change across 
multiple land ownerships. emerging development in these areas should refer to this 
chapter for guidance on how we expect sites to work together to deliver the new 
spaces and connections across multiple land ownerships.

growth impacts on the area beyond the site boundary. 

there has been significant investment in the strategic transport network over the 
past 30 years. to make this investment work development needs work together 
to enable healthy streets - making it easier to walk and cycle to jobs, services and 
existing public transport infrastructure. this section adds another level of detail to the 
transport strategy, identifying a series of local connections projects to address this 
throughout the OA that development will contribute to. 

‘good growth’ is fundamental to ensuring that the isle of Dogs and south poplar offers 
its residents the highest quality of life. good design will be essential to achieving 
this - ensuring high residential quality, open space which celebrates the area’s unique 
waterfront location and creating people orientated streets which encourage residents 
to walk, cycle and ‘be’. 

the previous chapters of this document have outlined multiple strategies for 
achieving ‘good growth’ and supporting infrastructure. this chapter aims to provide 
design guidance which joins up these strategies to create a vision for a future of the 
area responds to the future needs of the growing community. in addition to this, land 
ownership in the isle of Dogs and south poplar is extremely fragmented. to deliver 
this plan, growth also needs to be joined up across multiple land ownerships and this 
chapter proposes a framework to achieve this by:

fIg 5.1 How to use this chapter >

South PoPlar 
pg 90 - 93

BlaCkwall
pg 86 - 89

Canary 
rIVerSIDe
pg 94 - 97

South Quay 
pg 98 - 101

CroSSharBour
pg 106 - 109

MIllwall
pg 102 - 105

  5.1
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orientation
  cs3 route improvements
 thames path
 Dock path
 improved east / west connectivity  
 through island gardens
 connection to the leaway
 potential for future improved   
 way-finding
Public realm upgrades along key 
corridors
  limeharbour
 west Ferry road / manchester   
 road / preston’s road
 east india Dock road
 marsh wall
  pepper street

 site allocations

local connections

Bridging and linking
 rotherhithe to canary wharf 
 crossing
 new and improved connections  
 between poplar + canary wharf 
 south Dock bridges
 leamouth footbridges
 north greenwich river crossing 
 Operational improvements to   
 greenwich foot tunnel
Junction improvements
  east india Dock road / west india 
 Dock road junction
  westferry junction
 cotton street / east india Dock
  road junction
 east india Dock road / leamouth 
 road junction
 preston’s road roundabout
 marsh wall roundabout

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

the impact of growth in the isle of Dogs and south poplar will be felt beyond each 
individual site boundary - it therefore needs to work hard to join up with and enhance 
the surrounding neighbourhood too. building on the major interventions set out within 
the transport strategy, this local connections plan therefore looks beyond the areas of 
change to set out a series of projects which will ensure public realm across the whole 
area is working hard to serve existing and future communities.
Development across the whole of the OA will be expected to contribute to delivering 
this series of projects across the area to make it easier and safer for everyone to 
walk and cycle, and making parks and water spaces work harder for everyone to 
enjoy. working with tfl, we have built upon the transport Strategy to create a series 
of area wide projects which improve local connections, and start making places. 
Section 5.4 of this document provides more detail on these proposals, and the local 
Connections Strategy and Design guide (available at www.london.gov.uk/isleofdogs) 
which accompanies this document sets out principles for designing and delivering 
each proposal.

fIg 5.2 isle of Dogs and south poplar local connections strategy>
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1

poplar is a low rise predominantly 
residential area with heritage assets, 
open space and fine urban grain 
creating an area with a village feel 
located directly north of canary wharf 
and the isle of Dogs. the area is 
bounded by Aspen way and east india 
Dock road. 
key opportunities
• improve the existing community’s 

access to services and jobs  
• create a gateway to the isle of Dogs
• integrate the area with canary 

wharf and the isle of Dogs by 
addressing the severance of Aspen 
way and the Dlr tracks

• improve access to crossrail, 
creating an interchange with south 
poplar

• enhance poplar High street

   5.3.1 existing character poplar

history

the poplar District (metropolis) was 
formed in the 19th century and suffered 
from heavy wartime bombings during the 
20th century and large areas of housing 
were rebuilt post war. the introduction of 
Dlr and Aspen way increased severance 
from canary wharf. 
heritage assets
the area is home to a number of listed 
buildings which concentrate around st 
matthias’ church and All saints’ church. 
key assets include:
• st matthias church (grade ii*)
• All saints church (grade ii)
• Old poplar town Hall (grade ii)
• poplar baths (grade ii)
more information is available at 
historicengland.org.uk

urban form

Street pattern and urban blocks
• mixture of 18th and 19th century 

terraced streets, post war housing 
estates and new development, 
comprising of low to medium rise 
residential blocks surrounded by 
green space and terraces set back 
from the street with front gardens 
(e.g. pennyfields)

Public realm
• local parks and green space with 

a village feel – poplar recreation 
grounds; All saints church grounds

• poplar High street forms a coherent 
high street through middle of the 
character area

• Vehicular dominance from A13 to the 
north and Aspen way to the south

Building typologies

height and Massing
• predominately low rise – 2-5 storey 

terraces, apartments and duplexes 
• building heights increase significantly 

with new development in southeast 
corner of the character area

architectural character
• mixture of Victorian terraced housing 

and post-war terraces and deck 
access apartment blocks

• predominantly brick built with some 
concrete

• Fine urban grain, allowing for high 
numbers of dual aspect units
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2

located in the north-east corner of 
the opportunity area on the corner 
of the isle of Dogs peninsula, this is 
a fast growing area characterised by 
a mix of dense new-build residential 
towers, bulky employment blocks and 
industrial uses set around Aspen way 
and the lower lea crossing. 
key opportunities
• maximise physical and visual 

connections to and between the 
thames and other water spaces

• create a more coherent and 
accessible urban environment with 
a coherent architectural character

• Address severance from a number 
of A roads

• use of safeguarded wharves to 
promote sustainable freight and 
consolidation

existing character blackwall & leamouth

history

the area emerged in the 14th century, 
serving as a historic port and a centre of 
shipbuilding and repairing. the east india 
Docks were constructed at the beginning 
of the 19th century. 

heritage assets
• naval row conservation area
• trinity House chain locker and 

lighthouse (grade ii)
• east india Dock basin boundary 

(grade ii)
• east india Dock House, former 

Financial times print works (grade ii*)
• northern ventilation shaft to blackwall 

tunnel (grade ii)

urban form

Street pattern and urban blocks
• Fragmented street pattern dominated  

by Aspen way and east india Dock 
road

• mix of block types, including terraces, 
perimeter blocks and super blocks

Public realm
• key location on the blue grid where 

the river lea meets the thames
• green open space focuses along the 

water front, creating a rich natural 
habitat around leamouth

• severance across the area from 
major transport infrastructure results 
in many schemes becoming inward 
looking, focusing on private or semi-
private space rather than addressing 
this environment.

Building typologies

height and massing
• existing residential development of 

3-8 storeys
• new residential development of 

3-30 storeys, with locations of tall 
buildings marking key locations

• large floor plate office blocks of 3-10 
storeys

architectural character
• the architecture is extremely varied 

with little coherent architectural style
• large metal, stone and glass clad 

office buildings
• Finer grain residential in a wide mix of 

materials including brick, metal and 
cladding tiles

• emerging development references 
industrial aesthetic with brick and 
metalwork detailing

   5.3.2
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3

located in the north of the isle of 
Dogs on the west india Docks, canary 
wharf is a global business district 
and one of the uk’s two main financial 
centres. to the east at wood wharf 
is an emerging neighbourhood with 
office, residential and community uses. 
key opportunities
• enhancing and diversifying the 

existing employment hub and 
maintaining its global position 

• improving pedestrian and cycling 
connectivity, addressing barriers to 
movement such as the thames

• seeking opportunities to create 
visual connections with the thames

• completing the dock and river 
paths for active leisure use

• improving links to poplar High 
street and south Quay

existing character canary wharf

history
During the 19th and early 20th century, 
the area was one of the busiest docks 
in the world. After the 1960s, the port 
industry began to decline, leading to 
all the docks being closed by 1980 and 
regeneration of the area through the 
efforts of the lDDc and creation of the 
canary wharf estate. 
heritage assets
• the docks have been retained as 

amenity to the character area
• Various dock infrastructure has been 

retained and integrated into the 
public realm 

• north Quay warehouses and general 
offices (grade i)

urban form
Street pattern and urban blocks
• uniform grid-like street pattern in 

strong north-south and east-west 
orientation 

• multi level street pattern, negotiating 
between dock level and canary wharf 
street level and basement

Public realm
• public realm focuses around the 

docks and river which provide visual 
amenity with incomplete paths for 
active leisure

• Jubilee gardens, canada square 
and cabot square provide very high 
quality privately managed public 
realm

• retail on the lower floors provide 
publicly accessible space and public 
toilets

Building typologies
height and massing
• tall office blocks and construction of 

high density residential development, 
stepping down from One canada 
square

• Variation in building heights allowing 
longs views through the tall building 
cluster

architectural character
• Historic brick buildings and 

warehouses.
• uniform orthogonal high-rise office 

buildings, predominately of glass and 
metal construction

• some lower rise neoclassical 
buildings with stone cladding and 
detailing

   5.3.3
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located on the southern bank of south 
Dock and along marsh wall, south 
Quay is an emerging mixed used area 
of tall buildings on the waterfront. the 
area provides a transition in urban 
grain and use from canary wharf to the 
residential community to the south.

key opportunities
• Diversifying the employment offer 

of canary wharf
• creating high quality mixed 

use developments which work 
collaboratively to provide high 
quality waterfront spaces and dock 
path

• Achieving high quality homes, 
streets and amenity at high 
densities

• urban greening

existing character south Quay

history
the south Dock was created in 1866 by 
the east and west india Dock company 
do increase their capacity by enlarging 
the existing city canal cutting the 
island in the east – west direction. the 
area was completely transformed into 
the business district, as part of canary 
wharf in 1980s. 
heritage assets
• Former west entrance to the south 

Dock (grade ii)
• the dock walls (unlisted)

urban form
Street pattern and urban blocks
• the strong grid of canary wharf is 

still present, expressed through more 
slender residential footprints

• marsh wall and the dock edge form 
the main east / west movement 
spines with perpendicular access 
roads providing routes to the water

• towers set on podiums, which  
provide human scale at street level

Public realm
• the docks and dock edge form the 

main amenity, with surrounding street 
structure and open space providing 
physical and visual connections to it

• landscaping is predominantly hard 
surfaces

Building typologies
height and massing
• large floor plate offices step down in 

height from canary wharf
• existing residential development of 

up to 6 storeys
• emerging residential towers of 

predominantly 40 storeys
architectural character
• modern developments
• large curtain glass walls, grc and 

ceramic cladding systems
• scale of individual residential units 

expressed by slender irregular floor 
plates and balconies

   5.3.4
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5

located from the south of marsh 
wall down to millwall Outer Dock and 
mudchute park to the south, millwall 
and cubitt town is a predominantly 
residential area including a number of 
postwar estates. the area is currently 
undergoing residential intensification 
to the north and along the waterfront.

key opportunities
• creating an easily accessible new 

town centre at crossharbour for 
local communities

• maintaining the area as a family 
friendly place to live

• maximising links and visual 
connections to the waterfront and 
between green spaces such as 
mudchute Farm and st Johns park

• improving wayfinding 

existing character millwall & cubitt town

history
the millwall Docks were built 
around 1860 as a result of heavy 
industrialisation of this previously 
rural (mills) area. Apart from industry 
and construction of flood prevention 
facilities, the area was also home to 
docklands’ workers. After the docks 
closed, the area was redeveloped by 
the london Docklands Development 
corporation into quiet mid-rise 
residential estates. 

heritage assets
• grade ii listed carnegie library
• local listed war memorials
• Other non designated heritage assets 

include dock infrastructure such as 
cranes

urban form
Street pattern and urban blocks
• westferry road, limeharbour and 

manchester road form a basic north-
west grid filled with perimeter blocks

• streets form an irregular rectangular 
grid on the western side of 
limeharbour which is interlaced with 
the diagonal grid on the eastern side

• perimeter blocks and towers set in 
public realm

Public realm
• the area focuses around millwall 

dock, with pepper street bridge 
linking across

• pedestrian routes cross urban blocks 
independently from streets

• semi-public urban courtyards in the 
heart of residential developments

Building typologies
height and massing
• the area transitions in scale from 

small to medium scale to higher 
density, with tall buildings marking the 
neighbourhood and district centres

architectural character
• mixture of postwar and new 

residential blocks
• strong articulation of windows and 

balconies provide rhythm to the 
facades and express residential scale

• mixture of brick construction and 
rain screen cladding with detailing to 
windows, balconies and ground floor 
adding a fine grain of detail

   5.3.5
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located between millwall Outer Dock 
and mudchute park to the north, 
manchester road and westferry road, 
island gardens is a predominantly 
low rise residential area composed 
of smaller nests of buildings around 
cul de sacs. the character area is 
homes to the OAs largest green space: 
mudcute Farm and millwall park

key opportunities
• High quality family friendly 

residential area
• improving walking and cycling 

permeability resulting from a 
fragmented street layout

• improving access to mudchute 
Farm and millwall park from the 
surrounding areas

existing character island gardens

history
prior to the construction of the docks, 
the area was largely farm and marshland, 
in the 19th century, large parts of 
the area was owned by the millwall 
Dock company for future expansion 
of the docks. mudchute Farm was 
created with the mud dredged from 
millwall Dock. while the surrounding 
area was developed for housing in the 
20th century, the park and farm were 
protected from development by local 
campaigners in the 1970s.
heritage assets
• chapel House conservation Area
• millwall Fire station (grade ii)
• Fire station cottages (grade ii)
• Former millwall ironworks (grade ii)
• st pauls presbyterian church (grade 

ii)

urban form
Street pattern and urban blocks
• A broad variety of street layouts, 

predominantly in the form of a 
loop with one point of entry from 
manchester road and westferry road

• predominantly organic street 
pattern, with housing arranged in 
neighbourhoods

• buildings create strong street 
frontages

Public realm
• the area benefits from the largest 

public open space in the OA millwall 
park and mudchute park

• streets are tree lined, with visual links 
and connections to the park, river 
thames and docks

Building typologies
height and massing
• low rise buildings of 2-6 storeys on 

small footprints

architectural character
• predominantly postmodern or inter-

war arts and crafts inspired
• predominantly brick built
• simple unadorned facades with 

structural elements celebrated as 
architectural features

   5.3.6
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located between the thames river 
front at the shingle to the west and 
blackwall entrance to the east. the 
area extends to westferry road 
and manchester road. the thames 
river front is predominantly mid rise 
residential area.

key opportunities
• creating visual and physical links to 

the river from westferry road and 
manchester road 

• completing the thames river path, 
addressing barriers where this 
crosses multiple land ownerships

• creating new and enhancing 
existing pocket parks along the 
waterfront

• improving access to the thames 
foreshore

existing character thames river front

history
the thames river front was originally 
sparsely populated marshland on the 
route to the ferry to greenwich in the 
island gardens area. the linear strip of 
land facing the thames was formerly 
used for manufacturing and ship repair. 
the decline of shipping industry in the 
20th century led to redevelopment of 
the area mostly into mid rise residential 
estates, such as cascades.
heritage assets
• maritime greenwich world Heritage 

site buffer Zone
• coldharbour conservation Area
• island gardens conservation Area
• A number of listed buildings including 

isle of Dogs pumping station (grade 
ii*)

7

urban form
Street pattern and urban blocks
• westferry road and manchester road 

for a vehicular movement and the 
parallel thames path form the main 
movement spines

• secondary routes create links to the 
river 

Public realm
• the river thames acts as one of the 

main amenities of the area, with the 
river path playing a key active leisure 
role

• the area offers a number of public 
access points to the fragmented river 
path which is enriched by sequence 
of pocket and small local parks

Building typologies
height and massing
• mid rise buildings of 6-12 storeys
• small building footprints reflect a fine 

urban grain
architectural character
• predominantly postmodern 

architecture across a variety of 
forms with characteristic over-scaled 
detailing and ornamental balconies 
and openings

• predominantly brick and concrete, 
with strong use of colour

   5.3.7
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emerging vision for the areas of change
Blackwall will be a new Docklands community to live and work, 
celebrating its industrial history and riverside location. improved 
walking and cycling connections will allow the area to build on 
the success of leamouth cultural hub to the east, and creative 
enterprises such as Fashioning poplar to the north. the area 
will become a destination in its own right, offering an alternative 
creative scene.

  5.4

2

3

1

6

South Poplar will become a new gateway to the Docklands. A 
vibrant local community and ‘urban village’ will contrast and 
complement with the characters and functions of canary wharf 
and poplar. poplar High street will become a destination, with 
diverse employment opportunities and affordable homes for local 
people and enhanced presence of the college.

Canary riverside will be the area’s gateway to the thames. cafes, 
culture and leisure uses will promenade the river frontage. canary 
riverside will have an open feel in comparison to the built form at 
canary wharf, with provision of public squares which benefit from 
views along the thames.

Millwall waterfront will continue to be a green, family friendly 
area where the community can enjoy a range of outdoor leisure 
activities on the water, dock edge, and within new and improved 
existing parks. 

Crossharbour town centre will form the heart of commercial 
and civic functions for island gardens and cubitt town with a 
significant increase to the existing residential community and wider 
commercial draw. the area will be served by a new bus interchange, 
which will be better integrated to crossharbour Dlr station 
improvements.

South Quay will continue to be an area with bustling ground floor 
commercial uses and facilities for the increasing local community. 
because of the high density nature of emerging development, the 
quality of the dock spaces and public realm must be intensified to 
create sustainable modern living by the water.

4

5

fIg 5.3 emerging areas of change >
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Blackwall a new docklands community

blackwall will be a new Docklands 
community to live and work, celebrating 
its industrial history and riverside 
location. improved walking and cycling 
connections will allow the area to build 
on the success of leamouth cultural 
hub to the east, and Fashioning poplar 
to the north. the area will become a 
destination in its own right, offering an 
alternative creative scene to canary 
wharf.

opportunities land use 
Delivering a new cultural quarter

^ City Island: a new cultural and creative hub

• Development will create opportunity to 
grow the emerging cultural community at 
leamouth.

• Development will support the proposed 
new neighbourhood centres at london 
city island and blackwall, creating a 
supporting ‘community hub’ at east india.

• Development will allow for educational 
uses to specialise in the creative arts, 
forming links with the cultural offer of City 
island.

• employment space will target the creative 
and tech industries and smes.

• Homes and community uses will activate 
the area at evenings and weekends.

what could Blackwall look and feel like?

Character and urban form 
Delivering a new docklands typology

^ wythe hotel Brooklyn: creating a dockland 
typology which celebrates the industrial heritage

• Development will work collectively to 
compose a river elevation with a clearly 
defined tall buildings cluster marking the 
new neighbourhood centres.

• individual building typologies and massing 
will respond to the waterside location by 
maximising views of the waterways, from 
both public realm and within the buildings 
themselves.

• buildings will be set in high quality public 
realm and green space, creating strong 
street frontage and coherent urban 
environment.

• Design will respond to the historic context 
to create a new docklands typology.

^ Canning town riverside: creating an exotic 
green link 

• Development will celebrate the docklands 
location and heritage, improving the 
quality of the water network as an amenity 
space and connections to it including 
blackwall yard, completion of the thames 
path and the leaway.  

• Development will create better, safer 
streets which  address the severance of 
Aspen way and east india Dock road.

• public realm will celebrate the important 
junction on the blue grid. 

• Development will be laid out to create 
visual links to and between water spaces.

• Development will create physical 
connections back to the surrounding 
communities such as the royal Docks 
and poplar, with new bridge links and 
better crossings working together with 
high quality active frontage, landscaping 
and lighting to make the streetscape an 
enjoyable place to pass through and dwell.

local connections
 Delivering a connected blue grid

Precedent Precedent

   5.4.1
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Blackwall
local connections delivering a better connected blue grid

new and improved spaces
east India Import Square

• An extension to the existing square 
addressing east india import dock.

• should be animated by temporary 
uses such as market stalls, 
skateboarding and other youth and 
adult orientated activities. 

• urban greening to improve amenity 
and environmental quality along 
Aspen way and within the square.
Blackwall yard

• A new south facing river front  green 
space.

• providing public seating and 
children’s playspace. 
east India Dock Basin

• public realm improvements including 
seating and informal play. 
Bow Creek river walk

• creating a playable green edge to the 
river path, enhancing biodiversity and 
wildlife habitat along the river lea. 

• providing good links to neighbouring 
green spaces on the leaway such as 
east india dock basin. 

new and improved connections
north greenwich river crossing

• new pier and river service.
nutmeg lane to aberfeldy Street

• improved cycling and walking routes 
and crossings to poplar riverside.
urban greening

• creating healthier streets through 

tree planting and improved pedestrian 
and cycle priority.
thames river Path

• completion of the thames river path 
and improved legibility to it.

• seeking opportunities for greening.
• improving access to the foreshore.

CS3
• improved legibility on the cycle 

superhighway towards newham.
leaway

• completion and improved wayfinding 
to the 26-mile long lee Valley 
regional park.
river lea crossings

• package of new river crossings to 
canning town including trinity buoy 
wharf bridge and Hercules bridge.

• a13 Connectors
• connect walking and cycling routes 

to the strategic north-south leaway 
and northwards to poplar riverside 
Housing zone 
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For more detail on how to deliver good 
public realm in south poplar see local 
Connections Strategy and Design 
guide section 2.2.1
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This indicative masterplan illustrates the 
urban design objectives for Blackwall. It is not 
intended to be prescriptive, but provides a 
tool to assist consideration of development 
proposals. More detailed analysis will be 
needed to coordinate between land owners 
and ensure the urban design objectives are 
deliverable within individual schemes.

   5.4.1
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South Poplar  the gateway to the docklands

opportunities

by improving connections across 
Aspen way, south poplar will become 
a new gateway to the Docklands. 
A vibrant local community with an 
‘urban village’ feel which contrasts but 
complements with the characters and 
function of canary wharf and poplar. 
poplar High street will become a 
destination, with diverse range of small 
businesses animating ground floor 
retail space. the presence of the new 
city college will be enhanced, playing 
a vital role in improving links to canary 
wharf, which will be supported by 
affordable work space, and access to 
skills and training facilities.
Housing will be supported by new and 
intensified leisure facilities and parks 
such as poplar recreation ground 
and pennyfields to ensure the area 
continues to thrive as a family friendly 
environment.

EMPLOYMENT

sch

col

sch

sch

sch

sch

sch

sch
sch

sch

sch

sch

CAZ B [EQUIVALENT]

PREDOMINANTLY RESIDENTIAL

CAZ A [EQUIVALENT]

land use delivering local 
employment opportunities + training

^ 639 tottenham: poplar High street could 
become an affordable workspace hub

• Development in cAZ A will maintain 
existing employment floor space.

• As development transitions in scale from 
Canary Wharf to Poplar, small scale flexible 
office space created will be suitable for 
SMEs and startups. Affordable workspace 
should be maximised around the college. 

• the cAZ  b zone will be employment-led 
mixed use, transitioning to the surrounding 
residential context.

Precedent

• Development will overcome multiple 
level changes by working across site 
boundaries to deliver fully accessible 
routes which are well activated at street 
level.

• sites north and south of Aspen way will 
work together to create a series links, 
which should provide an extension of  the 
green open space provided on site.

^ Mile end bridge: green bridges could link to 
canary wharf

DLR 
DEPOT

BANK STREET

POPLAR HIGH STREET

CROSSRAIL

CANARY 
WHARF

POPLAR

• Development will  transition in scale and 
character from the fine grain residential 
scale of Poplar to the large floor plan 
office blocks of Canary Wharf.

• Accommodation will create strong 
street frontage and should be arranged 
in perimeter blocks around private 
courtyards.

Character and urban form 
delivering a transition in building 
heights to canary wharf

^ Spitalfields market: Development should 
respond to the existing scale of poplar High street

poplar

canary 
wharf

local connections 
Delivering links across Aspen way

Precedent Precedent

for IlluStratIVe PurPoSeS only; eXaCt 
BounDarIeS to Be DeterMIneD By the Borough

   5.4.2
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South Poplar Delivering links across Aspen way

Junction improvements 
• to reduce actual and perceived 

severance, improving pedestrian and 
cycling priority, and urban greening.
existing open space

• improved accessibility, biodiversity 
and robustness of equipment and 
materials to address the increase in 
population.
workhouse pocket park + link

• enhancement of the existing green 
space to the west of poplar college.

• Accommodating a direct route and 
line of site from poplar High street to 
canary wharf of at least 15m wide. 

• this may be sloped/stepped to a 
potential deck above the substation.
South Poplar Park

• A generous connection across Aspen 
way providing a mix of hard and soft 
landscaping and a clear line of sight 

to north Dock and poplar library.
• this space may be sloped/stepped
• needs to accommodate a forecourt 

and a new entrance to poplar station. 
Delta Junction

• A large partly covered pedestrian 
public space with access to front 
entrances of buildings on north Quay, 
and a mix of hard and soft landscape.

• should be animated by temporary 
uses such as market stalls, 
skateboarding, and other youth and 
adult orientated activities.
north Dock Square

• A new waterside square addressing 
the dock which accommodates cafés, 
bars and temporary events for a 
thriving night time economy.

• should negotiate change in levels 
from Aspen way footbridge to dock 
level.
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new and improved connections

upper Bank Street north
• extension to south poplar, animated 

by a diverse range of employment 
uses including local employment and 
smes.
South Poplar to Canary wharf

• promoting walking and cycling 
through a series of new fully 
accessible green bridge links.
greening aspen way

• enhancing air quality and visual 
impact on the surrounding area.
north Dock path

• A south facing dock promenade 
animated by seating, cafés and retail. 
north Dock to Poplar Dock Marina

• A new pedestrian route connecting 
south poplar’s water spaces.
Cycle Superhighway 3

• improved legibility and connections. 

87
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For more detail on how to deliver good 
public realm in south poplar see local 
Connections Strategy and Design 
guide section 2.2.1 
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 primary connections
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recommendation: masterplan to 
be progressed by landowners in 
partnership with lbtH, glA & tFl

This indicative masterplan illustrates the urban 
design objectives for South Poplar. It is not 
intended to be prescriptive, but provides a 
tool to assist consideration of development 
proposals. More detailed analysis will be 
needed to coordinate between land owners 
and ensure the urban design objectives are 
deliverable within individual schemes.

   5.4.2
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Canary riverside promenading the thames

canary riverside will be canary wharf’s 
gateway to and across the thames. 
cafes, culture and leisure uses will 
promenade the river front. canary 
riverside will have an open feel in 
comparison to the built form at canary 
wharf, with provision of public squares 
which benefit from views along the 
thames.
the area will enhance and diversify the 
existing employment offer at canary 
wharf to cater for the wider community. 
cultural and leisure uses will focus 
around the bustling river promenade, 
which will allow for temporary cultural 
and leisure uses such as markets, art 
installations and events. walking and 
cycling  access from limehouse, the 
island and canary wharf will become 
safer and more legible through enhanced 
public realm with integrated wayfinding 
and lighting strategies. 

opportunities land use Delivering a more diverse 
offer at Canary Wharf

• At the fringe of the strategic employment 
area, uses will begin to diversify to knit 
back in to the surrounding communities.

• Activity will be focused along the 
waterfront creating a hub of activity 
during evenings and weekends. 

• cultural, dining and entertainment uses 
will spill out to make use of the generous 
river promenade.

• Future uses will create a smooth 
transition from the residential uses to 
the south to the employment uses to the 
north and east.

^ Southbank Centre: animating the water front

what could Canary riverside look and 
feel like?

Precedent

local connections delivering 
integrated walking + cycling routes

• A new connection to rotherhithe 
creating safer and more legible cycling 
routes to the wider area.

• Development will maximise opportunities 
to improve wayfinding, enhance the 
quality of existing river park and 
surrounding public realm and create new 
connections to the water front from the 
wider area to form a new river gateway.

• Development will seamlessly negotiate 
level changes to link the area to the river 
promenade its the heart.

• Potential conflicts between road users 
will be addressed to create a welcoming 
environment to pedestrians and cyclists.

Character and urban form Opening 
buildings to the river front

• building footprints will be driven by the 
relationship to the water to create a clear 
visual and physical connection between 
the docks and the thames.

• massing should be composed to 
enhance the prominent river elevation, 
framing the canary wharf cluster from 
strategic and local viewing points.

• Development will respond to the change 
in scale and style from office blocks to 
residential towers.

• building form should celebrate westferry 
circus and maximise opportunities to 
create and enhance long views of the 
river thames from the heart of canary 
wharf. 

^ aker Brygge waterfront promenade: enhancing 
the relationship with the waterfront and foreshore 

^ Chicago riverwalk expansion: activating 
multiple level changes down to the waterfront

Precedent Precedent

   5.4.3
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upper Bank Street
• extension to upper bank street 

creating a direct line of sight from 
Jubilee park to the river thames.
Connections to wood wharf

• improved east west permeability and 
legibility through canary wharf and 
wood wharf.
Cycle connections to CS3

• safe and legible links to cs3 which 
successfully address the change in 
levels.

Canary riverside
local connections delivering integrated walking and cycling routes

new and improved spaces
westferry circus

• An enlargement and greening of the 
existing riverside open space.

• creating a bustling ‘promenade feel’ 
along the river path, which allows for 
temporary cultural and leisure uses 
such as markets, art installations and 
events. 

• enabling seamless integration of 
walking and cycling routes.
west lock Park

• A new pocket park on the listed 
former west entrance lock to south 
Dock.

• public realm will celebrate the historic 
gateway to the docklands.

north, Middle & South Docks
• enhancing access to and 

environmental quality of the docks 
to maximise the amenity potential of 
the water space and improve legibility  
between the river and the docks.

new connections
rotherhithe to Canary wharf river 
Crossing

• supporting the delivery of a new river 
crossing.
thames river Path

• improving walking connections to the 
thames path and wayfinding to the 
thames piers.

• seeking opportunities for greening.
• improving access to the foreshore.
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For more detail on how to deliver good 
public realm in south poplar see local 
Connections Strategy and Design 
guide section 2.2.2
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recommendation: wider masterplan 
to be progressed with tfl, landowners, 
lbtH, lbs and glA as part of 
rotherhithe to canary wharf river 
crossing work

This indicative masterplan illustrates the urban 
design objectives for Canary Riverside. It is 
not intended to be prescriptive, but provides 
a tool to assist consideration of development 
proposals. More detailed analysis will be 
needed to coordinate between land owners 
and ensure the urban design objectives are 
deliverable within individual schemes.
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South Quay modern living by the water

opportunities

south Quay will continue to be an area 
with bustling ground floor commercial 
uses and facilities for the growing local 
community. 
High density residential developments 
will work together maximise views 
from and within the OA and to create a 
comfortable street environment which 
provides local services and addresses 
environmental impacts such as 
microclimate, sunlight and wind.
because of the high density nature of  
emerging development, the quality of the 
dock spaces and public realm must be 
intensified to create sustainable modern 
living by the water. 

land use delivering a dynamic 
waterfront community

• marsh wall will be a lively new urban 
community  hub with local shops and 
facilities colonising the underline space.

• the dock edge will be activated by 
bars and restaurants for a vibrant local 
evening economy.

• temporary moorings could add vibrancy 
and  activate a working docks edge 
through pop up spaces and events.

• north south residential streets will 
connect marsh wall to the waterfront 
and docklands heritage. 

• High density housing will demonstrate 
exceptional design quality. Developments 
should consider over provision of 
communal spaces distributed throughout 
the building.

^ Seaport, new york: bars and cafés could spill 
out onto the dock edge

what could South Quay look and feel 
like?

Precedent

local connections delivering a high 
street along marsh wall

Character and urban form delivering 
a comfortable street environment

• sites across multiple ownerships will 
work together creating urban blocks with 
strong street frontages and a cohesive 
and contemporary urban environment. 
servicing strategies will be coordinated 
across development sites to reduce the 
impact of servicing on public realm.

• creating comfortable streetscape and 
internal accommodation will be a key 
driver of building form and massing, 
ensuring comfortable levels of sunlight, 
wind, noise and visual amenity.

• the design of buildings and public realm 
will celebrate the docklands heritage, 
referencing this in choice of materials 
and detailing, and incorporating dock 
infrastructure such as cranes.

• improved north-south connectivity 
between canary wharf and south Quay 
will be aided by a network of generous 
and legible streets and public realm.

• marsh wall will become more pedestrian 
and cycle friendly, with potential 
management of vehicles using the 
street. local shops and community uses 
at ground floor will create a high street 
environment.

• Development will make the most of every 
opportunity for green and open space, 
including greening the Dlr underline. 
Developments will collaborate across 
site boundaries to  create a continuous 
network of public realm and open 
spaces.

• the Dock path will widen to 
accommodate outdoor wining and dining 
along the pedestrianised route.

^ St Johns hill, Clapham Junction: creating a high 
street which works for multiple transport modes

^ garscube landscape link, glasgow: the Dlr 
could create a feature in the  urban landscape

Precedent Precedent
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South Quay
local connections delivering a local parade along marsh wall
new and improved parks and spaces

South Quay Plaza
• A new waterside park providing a 

clear line of site between marsh wall 
and south Dock.

• Accommodates the landing bridge for 
the south Dock bridge.
Millwall Cutting

• A new waterside green space 
celebrating the cutting between 
millwall and south Dock.
Mastmaker Square

• A small pedestrian and cycle only 
urban square accommodating public 
seating and tree planting.
Millharbour and limeharbour Parks

• A pair of new dockside parks 

providing children’s play space and 
amenities for youth and adults such 
as sports pitches and outdoor gyms.
Meridian Park

• A park linking marsh wall to south 
Dock. the space will provide a 
clear line of site of the Dock from 
marsh wall and from the Dock of the 
northern end of chipka street.

• pedestrian priority lanes around the 
edges of the park will allow access to 
the buildings facing it.

new and improved connections
South Quay footbridge

• improved walking and cycling 
connections to canary wharf.
South Dock Bridge

• new walking and cycling connection 
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to canary wharf.
South Dock path

• coherent public realm treatment of 
the dock path, activated by bars and 
restaurants.
Marsh wall

• improved pedestrian and cycle 
priority, with local shops and 
community uses creating a new local 
parade.
Dlr underline

• A linear park under the Dlr greening 
marsh wall and limeharbour.
Chipka Street

• An extension to the existing chipka 
street providing an accessible route 
and direct line of sight to marsh wall. 

• the street will terminate in a small 
public open space on the corner of 

For more detail on how to deliver good 
public realm in south poplar see local 
Connections Strategy and Design 
guide section 2.2.3

marsh wall and limeharbour which 
will have direct visual connections 
across meridian park to the Dock.
Cardale Street

• improved legibility from limeharbour 
to manchester road. 

• providing a direct line of sight to saint 
John’s park from limeharbour.
future proofing

• waterside parks and routes should be 
aligned to allow for potential future 
connections.
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recommendation: south Quay 
masterplan spD delivery focused 
refresh to be developed through 
landowner working groups

This indicative masterplan illustrates the 
urban design objectives for South Quay. It is 
not intended to be prescriptive, but provides 
a tool to assist consideration of development 
proposals. More detailed analysis will be 
needed to coordinate between land owners 
and ensure the urban design objectives are 
deliverable within individual schemes.
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Millwall waterfront between blue and green - living close 
to nature
opportunities

millwall will become a leisure and 
recreation destination where the 
community can enjoy a range of 
outdoor leisure activities on the 
water, dock edge and within new and 
improved parks. 

existing community assets such as 
millwall Dock and the Docklands sailing 
and watersports centre will be protected 
and enhanced to cater for a growing 
community. there will be a focus on 
providing high quality family housing with 
good access to schools and open space.

land use delivering a leisure and 
recreation destination

^ Burgess Park Outer Dock park could provide 
tracks and sporting facilities for active leisure

• emerging development will enhance 
the setting and character of the docks, 
improving public realm and activating it 
with cafes and leisure uses. 

• Development will work across site 
boundaries to create a new waterside 
local park which will be the focal point of 
a leisure hub for the island.

• educational uses will be robustly 
designed and managed to allow for out 
of hours use by the community.

• Development will support intensification 
of water sports in the wider area.

what could Millwall look and feel like?

Precedent

local connections delivering active 
routes to the dock edge

Character and urban form delivering 
homes with close links to nature

• buildings will be designed around green 
space, with strong visual links to the 
water and new green spaces.

• massing and urban form will be designed 
to support activity on the water. the 
impact on the microclimate conditions 
on the water and within open spaces 
should be a key consideration early on in 
the design development.

• A continuous network of residential 
streets will be activated by family 
housing with easy access to parks and 
open space.

• buildings will transition from the  urban 
environment of the district centre to 
the existing surrounding residential 
neighbourhoods, creating buildings set 
in high quality green space.

• A network of tree lined routes and linear 
parks will provide ample space for leisure 
activities such as walking, running and 
cycling, creating strong visual links to the 
dock edge and Outer Dock park.

• buildings will be set back from the dock 
edge to create a nature trail and provide 
pockets of seating and informal play 
space.

• new parks and open spaces will focus 
activity on the dock edge, with the dock 
path accommodating walkers, joggers 
and cyclists.

^ woodbury wetlands nature trails could create a 
place of retreat in the urban environment

^ fornebu, greater oslo Housing could be 
surrounded by natural green space

Precedent Precedent
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Millwall waterfront

local connections delivering active routes to the dock edge

For more detail on how to deliver good 
public realm in south poplar see local 
Connections Strategy and Design 
guide section 2.2.4

new and improved parks and spaces
outer Dock Park

• Development on the greenwich view 
sites should enlarge the proposed 
open space on westferry printworks 
to create a local waterfront park. 

• providing public seating, children’s 
play space and amenities for youth 
such as skate parks and basketball 
courts and outdoor gyms.

• the space will allow for direct line 
of site from millharbour to the 
waterfront.

• pedestrian priority lanes around the 
edges of the park will allow access to 
the buildings facing it.
outer Dock

• greening dock edge and enhancing 
the biodiversity of the Docks through 
sensitive use of natural landscaping 
and materials.

• A built environment which promotes 
use of the dock edge and water for 
recreation.
outer Dock Slipway

• enhanced amenity on the important 
connection to the thames which can 
support community activity.
westferry Square

• A new community square serving 
the surrounding schools, providing 
seating and informal play with 
potential to accommodate markets 
and community events during 
weekends and schools holidays.

Sir John McDougall gardens
• the park will need improved 

accessibility, durability and 
robustness of materials and 
equipment to address the increased 
demands of a growing population.

new and improved connections
thames river Path

• connecting missing links in the 
thames path.
tiller road to Pepper Street

• enhanced public realm and improved 
legibility between pepper street 
bridge and the river thames.
Millharbour

• An extension to millharbour, running 
parallel to millwall Outer Dock. the 
route will cross westferry road, 
terminating at the thames river path.
new connection to thames path

• providing pedestrian access and a 
direct line of sight from westferry 
road to the river.
Clippers Quay Bridge

• upgrades to the existing bridge link.
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This indicative masterplan illustrates the urban 
design objectives for Millwall Waterfront. It is 
not intended to be prescriptive, but provides 
a tool to assist consideration of development 
proposals. More detailed analysis will be 
needed to coordinate between land owners 
and ensure the urban design objectives are 
deliverable within individual schemes.
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Crossharbour a new district centre for island gardens and 
cubitt town

opportunities

crossharbour town centre will form the 
heart of commercial and civic functions 
for island gardens and cubitt town with 
a significant increase to the existing 
residential community and wider 
commercial draw. 
the area will be served by a new bus 
interchange, which will be better 
integrated to crossharbour Dlr station 
improvements. An enhanced network 
of routes and public spaces will link 
an enlarged Dlr concourse to the 
wider town centre, opening up access 
to mudchute Farm and millwall park 
beyond.

land use delivering a new civic 
centre

^ Deptford Market yard  development should 
create a fine grain community feel

• crossharbour town centre will revitalise 
and connect the existing social 
infrastructure at cubitt town within 
a wider community led civic centre, 
supporting existing facilities such as 
cubitt town library and local businesses 
on pepper street.

• A High street will link millwall and 
crossharbour with a new market square 
at the heart of the scheme.

• A variety of unit sizes will allow for a 
vibrant mix of shops and business 
employment space.

• Development will protect the function 
and value of existing green open spaces, 
making them more robust to increased 
use.

what could Crossharbour look and feel 
like?

Precedent

local connections delivering a town 
centre at the heart of the community

Character and urban form unifying 
a varied context 

• Development will respond to a varied 
landscape in terms of scale and 
architecture. it should create a coherent 
vision for the public spaces within 
the town centre whilst respecting the 
surrounding context, and negotiate the 
change in scale between island gardens 
and south Quay.

• Architecture of individual buildings 
should vary to reflect the transition in 
scale and architecture from the low rise 
brick dwellings to the east  and north 
and the emerging mid-rise development 
along limeharbour. 

• Development will maintain a sense 
of visual permeability, greening and 
openness from the park.

• building heights should support the 
visual legibility of the district centre 
within the wider context.

• building layout will create public realm 
and civic spaces which support the 
function of the town centre.

• new and improved north-south routes 
will create a network of existing and new 
community facilities along the routes 
from cubitt town school and libary to 
mudchute Farm and millwall park.

• the District centre will serve both sides 
of the dock. the existing shopping 
parade along pepper street will be 
enhanced and extended .

• buildings will set back along east Ferry 
road to create a new Dlr and bus 
interchange.

• Development will create opportunities 
for improved connections to the park, 
river and dock edge.

^ gillett Square Dalston  a series of public spaces 
could knit development into the existing context

^ old Street the bus interchange could transform 
east Ferry road into an urban boulevard

Precedent Precedent
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Crossharbour

new and improved spaces
Mudchute farm and Millwall Park

• the park will need better accessibility, 
durability and robustness of materials 
and equipment to address the 
increased demands of a growing 
population.
Crossharbour Interchange - Dlr 
concourse

• enlarged station concourse which 
integrates the station within the wider 
town centre, with better access to 
trains and improved routes to local 
facilities.
Crossharbour Interchange - east 
ferry road

• the space will create a seamless 
transport interchange between 
the bus station and the Dlr for 
crossharbour district centre, as well 
as a route to mudchute park and a 
place of respite. 

• the space should provide a clear line 
of site from crossharbour station to 
mudchute park, and accommodate 
a bus layover, public seating and 
external seating associated to the 
retail units lining it. 
Crossharbour square

• A new market square in crossharbour 
district centre. 
Cubitt town Square

• A community square serving the 
school and other community uses.

• Visible from cubitt town library.
Millwall railway arches

• reuse of millwall arches to 

provide affordable workspace, and 
recreational facilities associated with 
the park.
Cubitt town Beach

• improved seating and access to the 
beach.

new connections
Millwall Park to Crossharbour and 
Cubitt town

• new and improved routes from 
glengall grove, pepper street and 
millwall Dock to the park.
glengall grove

• potential for cubitt town school 
redesign reinstating the connection 
from glengall grove to manchester 
road.

• Opportunity to increase school 
capacity or provide a secondary 
school.
globe rope walk

• upgraded route through millwall park.
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For more detail on how to deliver good 
public realm in south poplar see local 
Connections Strategy and Design 
guide section 2.2.5
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This indicative masterplan illustrates the urban 
design objectives for Crossharbour. It is not 
intended to be prescriptive, but provides a 
tool to assist consideration of development 
proposals. More detailed analysis will be 
needed to coordinate between land owners 
and ensure the urban design objectives are 
deliverable within individual schemes.

10
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Implementing the components of good design  5.5
Joining up growth across multiple land 
ownerships through area masterplans
5.5.1 Development within the growth 

areas will need to be considered 
comprehensively across multiple 
sites. land owners should establish 
working groups to produce a single 
coordinated masterplan for each 
area which meets the objectives set 
out in this document alongside other 
planning obligations.

5.5.2 working groups should include 
representatives from lbtH , glA and 
tfl alongside all relevant parties, 
including land owners and key local 
stakeholders.

5.5.3 working groups will be encouraged 
to submit a growth Area masterplan 
as part of a planning application. this 
masterplan should be developed 
through a combined lbtH, glA and 
tfl pre-app process.

Development  outside the growth areas
5.5.4 All development should compliment 

the existing character and context.
5.5.5 Applicants should engage early in 

the pre-app process. All proposals 
will be expected to demonstrate 
engagement with the relevant 
landowners to show comprehensive 
development has been considered 
across multiple ownerships in the 
wider area.

5.5.6 should large or complex parcels of 
land come forward, the working group 
model above should be adopted.

Checklist: what should be in the area 
masterplans? 
5.5.7 land use strategy setting out the 

locations for employment, housing, 
social infrastructure and open 
space in addition to the strategic 
infrastructure requirements set out in 
lbtH’s site allocations, inc. a strategy 
for active ground floor frontage.

5.5.8 Building heights strategy responding 
to the existing context in terms of 
visual impact and designed to create 
good microclimate (eg daylight / 
sunlight, wind etc).

5.5.9 Public realm strategy demonstrating 
how the sites will contribute to the 
delivery of wider local connections. 
this should set out how sites will work 
together to deliver key routes, open 
space, negotiate any level changes 
and enhance the waterways.

5.5.10 transport strategy assessing the 
wider transport impacts of the 
proposal.

5.5.11 utilities and sustainability strategy 
a coordinated approach to utilities, 
renewable energy and sustainable 
construction across all sites to 
minimise disruption to the wider 
community.

further studies
5.5.12 this chapter has not considered the 

potential for estate regeneration. 
should any form of estate 
regeneration come forward in the 
future, additional design work will 
need to be considered to ensure any 
proposal takes the opportunity to 
truly reintegrate into the surrounding 
neighbourhood. 

5.5.13 this could take the form of an oaPf 
refresh, new growth area working 
group or Masterplan SPD (see 
chapter 6 delivery and monitoring).

fIg 5.4 proposed area masterplans >
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 6

part six
Delivery + 
monitoring

Chapter contents
6.1 the delivery plan
6.2 phasing and funding for 

development

Chapter objectives

• establish broad phasing plans 
for delivering good growth and 
supporting infrastructure across 
the plan period up to 2041 with a 
focus on the first 5 years

• Outline broad requirements 
for delivery, including 
recommendations on a delivery 
structure, plan and stakeholders

• Outline potential funding sources 
and identify any funding gaps

• Outline future planning work 
needed to help deliver the OApF

Consultation questions

• what should the role of the 
community Development panel 
and Developer Forum be?

• Do you think the major future 
planning requirements needed 
to help deliver the good growth 
ambitions outlined in this OApF 
have been captured?
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  6.1
Delivery in the isle of Dogs and south poplar is already happening to deliver the 
necessary infrastructure. this is not unusual in growth areas. this chapter sets out 
the key requirements for delivery of good growth in this opportunity area, including 
recommendations on how and when delivery should be achieved. it sets out 5 delivery 
recommendations and suggests opportunities to monitor and review and reboot the 
OApF document at key points to allow this to become an implementation project which 
will remain fit for purpose as the OA continues to grow and change. 
the draft Development Infrastructure funding Study (available at www.london.gov.
uk/isleofdogs) concludes that by assuming mainstream funding, s106 and cil already 
secured, potential CIL contributions at current rates and 35% affordable housing, there 
is a funding gap of between £162 million [maximum growth scenario] to £197 million 
(baseline growth scenario). whilst this is a large funding gap, it should be noted that the 
OApF plan period will run until 2041/2. given the high land values in the area, with the 
right processes in place, it is expected that the additional funding to meet the funding 
gap can be raised, although the first 5 years will be crucial
the below is intended to be an ongoing, non linear and iterative process to guide 
delivery. it will strengthen the borough’s existing structures and processes to achieve 
good growth where infrastructure is delivered alongside homes and jobs; protecting 
the existing local community from the potential adverse impacts of the construction 
process. 

the delivery plan

A lBth Delivery Board is recommended 
to manage the programme, commercial 
objectives and  oversee a funding strategy 
for delivery this OA. this would be a 
continuation of the strategic board from 
this OApF, led by tower Hamlets, and would 
oversee the work of the Delivery team. the 
board should meet quarterly and should 
include representatives from tfl and glA. 
Alongside the development of this OApF, 
transport for london is employing 
experience learned in other opportunity 
areas such as Vauxhall, nine elms and 
battersea and the Olympic park in making 

freight and delivery movements safer, 
greener and more efficient by working 
alongside the london borough of tower 
Hamlets to establish a construction charter 
for this OA to:
• coordinate and manage the impacts of 

construction
• consolidate deliveries and servicing
• investigate innovative solutions to 

servicing and waste in high density 
residential areas

• facilitate emergency vehicle access
• monitor construction through the 

developer forum.

recommendation 1 getting delivery started in this OA with 
an lbtH Delivery board 

fIg 6.1 the delivery plan >
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the steering group for this forum has 
started to meet and a freight and logistics 
study is underway to establish a robust 
model which can be used to better co-
ordinate vehicle movements and minimise 
disruption.
As a crucial next step to allow continued 
dialogue between local communities 
and the construction industry, we are 
recommending the establishment of a 
Community Development Panel. this 
would consist of a group of local residents, 
with representatives from each of the 
main areas and would have a consultative 
function. we also recommend that the 
community development panel should be 
established as a matter of urgency to allow 
regular discussion of the ongoing issues 
relating to planning and development in 
the isle of Dogs and to allow for improved 
feedback on future planning.
setting up a reinvigorated Developer 
forum for the isle of Dogs and south poplar 
is another key action in the first stage of 
this delivery strategy. this forum will help 

to start to better coordinate development 
matters, mitigate environmental impacts 
and help to keep track of progress on 
developments once they are on-site. the 
Developer Forum and utility providers 
Forum will be required to report back to the 
community development panel on a regular 
basis.
Due to the potential scale of growth in this 
opportunity area and as part of a wider 
response to strategic growth planning 
across london, the glA is working with 
the main infrastructure providers to set 
up a utility Providers forum which will 
enable longer-term planning for utilities 
requirements for water and sewerage, 
gas, electricity, telecoms and internet. 
This will enable better future-proofing of 
infrastructure capacity such as pipes and 
cables and as part of a masterplanning 
approach lbtH will need to work with utility 
providers to ensure that space is set aside 
for larger infrastructure such as electricity 
sub-stations, data centres and telecoms 
equipment.

recommendation 2 establishing a delivery team & 
gathering more detailed evidence base 
A bespoke delivery team is established that 
will have the role of implementation and 
procuring these further studies within that 
remit. this team will then form a detailed 
delivery plan to drive completion of the 
various projects that are needed to ensure 
that the opportunity area continues to 
function effectively.
the bespoke delivery team could be 
set up as an interim arrangement, while 
longer term funding arrangements are 
authorised. this team would be responsible 

for co-ordinating the developer forum, the 
community Development panel and setting 
up a detailed delivery plan.
through the process of drafting the 
OAPF, we have identified a number of 
steering groups which are needed to 
guide and co-ordinating delivery on the 
ground. the Delivery board will coordinate 
the delivery team steering groups. the 
outputs and progress of these groups will 
continue to influence and further guide the 
development of this OApF following public 

future StuDIeS reQuIreD gathering a more detailed evidence base
Connectivity + logistics
• Freight & logistics study
• waste management strategy
• tfl feasibility / options study for strategic public transport across inner east london
• tfl bus priority study
Social Infrastructure
• Demographic monitoring strategy
energy + utilties
• integrated utilities plan including an energy master plan and an integrated water 

management study
• greening strategy
tech + Smart Cities
• 3D modelling / bim study
area wide local connections and design strategies
in the short term  this should prioritise: 
• marsh wall corridor study
• poplar High street corridor study
• cs3 upgrades and connections strategy
• riverside limehouse to leamouth walking route study
• Further junction improvement studies
• legible london strategy 
• creative and cultural strategy
Detailed area masterplans
Development of the area wide local connections and design strategies should inform the 
development of detailed area wide masterplans
• south Dock design and funding study
• Area masterplans including: south poplar masterplan, blackwall, leamouth, canary 

riverside, south Quay east and west (this could include a south Quay masterplan spD 
refresh), crossharbour and millwall

consultation as they continue to meet 
during the consultation period. 
this draft OApF makes recommendations 
for where further information is required 
in order to fully achieve the ‘good growth’ 
opportunities on the ioD&sp. these work 
streams will be guided by the delivery board 
and relevant steering group, and are set out 

in the table below.
these further studies will need to be 
undertaken as a matter of urgency as part 
of the first 5 year plan in order to keep 
momentum in delivery and to ensure that 
opportunities are not lost to influence 
development proposals. 

  6.1
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on going development management
requirements on a site by site basis which will be assessed through the development 
management process. where within an area Masterplan, these issues should be 
considered comprehensively, with strategies demonstrating how each issue will be 
addressed across the master plan area.
assessment of environmental impacts should include:
• Daylight / sunlight
• wind
• Air quality
• noise
• Archaeology / heritage
• local and strategic views
housing management plans local residents have raised many issues which although are 
not strictly planning matters, are a result of the development that the planning system has 
approved. the increasing number of very high density residential buildings in the isle of 
Dogs require a bespoke approach. these include issues relating to:
• the management and maintenance of high-rise buildings, particularly for insurance 

purposes
• The establishment of fire safety procedures
• Ongoing management of playspace and communal areas
recommendation: all planning applications for high rise developments should be 
accompanied by housing management plans which will detail how the proposal will 
establish resident’s management committees to ensure that ongoing matters can be 
addressed. these will be responsible for overseeing the ongoing management of the 
buildings.
resident’s management committees could be used by the delivery team to help collect 
data for demographics monitoring.

recommendation 4 monitoring reports
the bespoke delivery team would be 
responsible for the implementation and 
monitoring of the detailed delivery plan. 
we recommend that the project should be 
reviewed through 5 year growth Delivery 
updates.
the development trajectory in Fig 6.2 is 
illustrative, assuming smooth delivery 
growth across the plan period. moreover, 
beyond the first 5 years, the actual level of 

growth is unknown. most of the transport 
infrastructure will be required for all 
growth scenarios, however the delivery 
of social infrastructure and local services 
will respond to demand thresholds in 
the population growth. monitoring of the 
development pipeline will be important 
for identifying trigger points and aligning 
the delivery of the necessary supporting 
social infrastructure.

recommendation 5 refresh
if necessary, following the results of the 
regular review and monitoring it may 
be appropriate to refresh the OApF 
document or to adopt the further studies 
undertaken as spDs as part of the 
ongoing implementation plan, for example:
• should estate regeneration schemes 

growth Delivery updates
the delivery team will undertake an oaPf health check every 5 years to monitor 
delivery in the oa. this will include: 
• review infrastructure delivery across the past 5 years
• review demographic change (informed by latest census)
• review trajectory for the next 5 years
• identify triggers for infrastructure across the next 5 years, and set the infrastructure 

plan to support the trajectory for this periodrecommendation 3 producing a detailed delivery plan and 
funding strategy
investment is required in social 
infrastructure, economic development, 
place-making and transport to accelerate 
and optimise the potential of the OA. 
A funding strategy is also required to  
establish funding solutions, such as whether 
these is potential for business rate income 

stream to be recycled locally to support 
growth. 
it is recommended that lbtH appoints 
a consultant or consortium to prepare a 
comprehensive five year Detailed Delivery 
plan and funding strategy, setting out the 
detail of the investment and the proposed 

delivery mechanisms. the plan will: 
• identify and scope the projects, 

initiatives and resources required to 
ensure the successful redevelopment of 
the OA; 

• underpin the business case to secure 
funding to pay for them; 

• identify early projects to be delivered 
to support good growth within the OA, 

with suggested projects to be delivered 
across the first 5 years and;

• provide an evaluation and monitoring 
framework to enable the ongoing 
assessment and reporting of the 
success of the implementation of the 
plan. 

• provide a funding strategy (see 6.2 for 
funding recommendations)

come forward this would require 
significant additional studies. 

• should economic circumstances 
change in the local area, london-wide 
or nationally, additional employment 
studies would be required

  6.1
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Rotherhithe to Canary Wharf river crossing
Aspen Way links / DLR Depot Decking, other bridges and connections

SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE
Requirements reviewed with current demographics at Growth Delivery Updates every 5 years
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LOCAL CONNECTIONS Creating healthy streets and improving movement corridors                  including improving the Thames path
Improving the sense of place and stitching the area together

Construction, delivery and servicing management through life of OAPF and beyond

� Elizabeth line enhancements
� Jubilee Line enhancements
� New DLR trains at higher frequencies, station improvements
� Continuous review of bus & river network, better journeys and reliability

GROWTH DELIVERY 
UPDATE

BRIDGES AND LINKS South Dock and Leamouth Bridges
LBTH, LBN, TfL & GLA working together to enable delivery

SOCIAL INFRASTRUCTURE 
3 primary schools, 1 secondary schools, 1 health facility, 1 sports hall 

TOWER HAMLETS LOCAL PLAN
LONDON PLAN

ELIZABETH LINE
OPENS 2018

Additional capacity on the Jubilee Line
Procurement on new DLR trains for delivery by 2022

BUS SERVICE Better journeys and reliability through review of services 
New bus interchanged through redevelopment of Crossharbour district centre

DELIVERY TEAM  TO 
BE ESTABLISHED

RIVER SERVICE Proposed new pier and associated services to the east and west

� Elizabeth line enhancements
� New DLR trains at higher    
   frequencies, station 
   improvements
� Continuous review of bus 
   & river network, better 
   journeys  and reliability

GROWTH DELIVERY 
UPDATE

GROWTH DELIVERY 
UPDATE

GROWTH DELIVERY 
UPDATE

UTILITIES
Implementation of the Integrated Utilities Plan

UTILITIES Utility providers working together to coordinate delivery on the ground 
and produce and implement an Intergrated Utilities Plan 
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Phasing and key milestones: the first 5 years

fIg 6.2 the development trajectory ^
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Funding recommendations

mainstream and other public funding sources available
some public sector mainstream funding is 
assumed in our study to pay for a range of 
infrastructure, meeting around half of the 
total costs associated with infrastructure 
need for all scenarios. this is a standard 
approach for infrastructure delivery utilising 
central funding available from government 
and in london strategic glA / tfl funding 
supporting the delivery of services and 
facilities.
some transport projects are expected 
to be funded through the tfl business 
plan; however, these projects will have to 
‘bid’ for funding. we have assumed that 
projects will secure tfl funding but this is 
not guaranteed; tfl’s budget relates to the 
whole of london to support the delivery of 
the mayor’s transport strategy.
social infrastructure includes some 
schools projects, where we have assumed 
that mainstream funding will be available 
through the Dedicated Schools grant. 
lastly, we have assumed that there is an 
element of mainstream funding available for 
emergency services and health provision. 
in relation to health, as explained in the 
preceding section, while we recognise that 

facilities may be provided by developers 
through s106 agreements, because of 
the leaseback structures in place, these 
facilities are assumed to have CCg funding 
over the longer term.
while the level of tfl funding remains 
broadly constant across the growth 
scenarios, the proportion of mainstream 
social infrastructure reduces in line with the 
reduced social infrastructure needs.
However, public sector austerity remains 
very much in force, and we have generally 
avoided assuming that significant tranches 
of public sector funding are available to 
support infrastructure for growth, outside 
of the assumptions set out above. this 
is a prudent approach: it is impossible to 
predict such opportunities reliably over 
the time periods involved, and we have 
not attempted such an exercise. changing 
governments at regional and national 
level or even changing policy by the same 
government can significantly impact on the 
amount of mainstream funding available. 
this study has based all costs and income 
on current policy and values.

what developer contributions are available?

Other potential funding sources should be investigated 
through the funding strategy
Further studies into potential funding 
solutions are required to establish which 
are the most appropriate to use in this 
location. business rate retention might be 
particularly helpful: we have shown that, 
when fully built out, business rate revenue 
will be substantial. stamp Duty retention 
may form part of that review. the political 
as well as technical implications of different 
mechanisms will need to be understood. 
Funding sources which could be 
investigated are:
• business rate retention, enterprise 

Zones and tax incremental financing 

Assuming the current cil rates and 35% 
affordable housing, the total developer 
contributions for permitted and future 
potential development could cover from 
26% of total infrastructure cost for the 
baseline growth scenario and up to 36% 
of the total infrastructure cost for the 
maximum growth scenario. 
the tower Hamlets cil is currently being 

reviewed. whilst it is not intended that the 
DiFs be used in any way to substitute for 
a separate cil Viability evidence base, it 
does suggest that there may be scope for 
increasing some charging rates in some of 
the OApF area. in particular, high values and 
densities in canary wharf and south Quay 
may be able to support increased rates to 
reflect changing market conditions.

(tiF)
• stamp duty capture
• glA Housing Zones
• Affordable Homes Programme
• Public sector funding and financing
• new Homes bonus
more information can be found on these 
potential funding sources can be found 
in the draft Development Infrastructure 
funding Study, available at: 
www.london.gov.uk/isleofdogs

the infrastructure Funding study shows 
that infrastructure costs are heaviest in the 
first 5-10 years of development, and there 
are significant cashflow issues in the first 
15 years. the success of delivering the 
vision will, to a large degree, depend on the 
ability to deliver some of the infrastructure 
required in the first five to ten years. One 
of the fundamental requirements therefore 
is that the necessary funding is in place to 

fund infrastructure required in the short 
term.
Fundamentally, there are two issues for the 
delivery team to address: the funding gap 
and cashflow. Given the high values in the 
area, we recommend raising more funding 
as the best solution to closing the funding 
gap. Alongside this, we recommend the 
delivery team explore options to address 
cashflow in the short-term.

  6.2
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Case Study 1: Setting up a tIf model to 
establish a Croydon growth fund
A tax incremental Finance model has 
been designated within a designated 
area within the croydon Opportunity 
Area as a means of funding the delivery 
of 39 projects which have been identified 
as being critical infrastructure required 
to unlock the potential for housing and 
economic growth. 
the 39 critical infrastructure projects 
planned include key transport 
improvements to the tram and bus 
network, highways including the A232/
A23 and schemes at west croydon 
station, public realm, walking and cycling 
improvements as well as energy and 
health projects.
lb croydon has borrowed £309m to fund 
its share of the design and construction 
costs of these projects. the borrowing 
will be financed and repaid using the 
expected growth in business rates in the 
croydon growth Zone area over a period 
of up to 16 years with an option for a 3 
year extension if required. by agreement, 
glA’s share of business rates will go 
directly towards funding the critical 
infrastructure costs.

Case study 2: establishing a Delivery 
authority and a funding model for the 
royal Docks enterprise Zone
to provide co-ordinated and focused 
management of the investment that 
is required in infrastructure, economic 
development, place-making and activity 
in the royal Docks enterprise Zone and 
to achieve an early business rate income 
stream, all of which is then to be recycled 
locally. 
to achieve this a single and integrated 
delivery team has been established 
which has overall responsibility for all 
development and estate management 
as well as all the new proposed activities 
associated with the eZ, recognising the 
complex and inter-related nature of the 
royal Docks programme. this team is 
responsible for procuring a detailed 
delivery plan and project managing 
outputs on the ground. the eZ will 
continue until 2038 and is likely to require 
the above described level of resource 
throughout much or most of its life span 
and so the new posts are permanent. the 
sum of business rates collected on an 
annual basis is sufficient to cover the cost 
of a new royal Docks core team for the 
lifetime of the eZ. 

  6.2
Cashflow
the delivery team should look with urgency 
at the full range of options available to 
assist in funding the timely delivery of 
infrastructure. these should include moving 
the need for funding later, cutting costs and 
borrowing.
• the delivery bodies should consider 

where phasing of delivery can be 
delayed through the use of meanwhile 
solutions or better use of existing 
services. 

• Opportunities for collaborative and 
shared facilities should be explored as 
these may be able to bring down costs 
either temporarily or permanently. 

• it may be necessary to investigate the 
need to raise further temporary funding 
in the early years of delivery to fund 
upfront infrastructure costs. 

there are of course risks in borrowing 
based on potential future development 
contribution income, but models exist to 
minimise risk and maximise the benefits of 
such an approach. Authorities can borrow 
against business rate income in a tiF (tax 
incremental Funding) - typically relied 
upon special circumstances (ie glA as the 
developer or owner of land). the funding 
strategy should therefore explore options 
for the delivery team to borrow.
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  7  

part seven
getting involved

Chapter contents

7.1 statement of consultation

Chapter objectives

• ensure an effective and meaningful 
consultation with local residents

Consultation questions

• Are there local interest groups 
who we have not already 
consulted with and should do?
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Statement of consultation

this draft planning framework has set 
out the unique challenges of delivering 
growth in the isle of Dogs and south 
poplar opportunity area. it has also set 
out the many opportunities for enabling 
a ‘good growth’ agenda here, if the 
delivery mechanisms set out in part 6 are 
able to be fully implemented. Effective 
and ongoing engagement with the local 
community is part of this process and 
is key to securing ‘buy-in’ to the future 
development of this opportunity area. As 
such, this project has actively embraced 
and engaged with local residents through 
pre-consultation and will now undertake 
a full and detailed public consultation 
process.

Consultation requirements for oaPfs

An OApF sets out planning, regeneration 
and design guidance for major growth 
areas in london and has the status 
of supplementary guidance to the 
london plan. it contains detailed 
guidance on planning matters regarding 
applications as well as further explanation 
and amplification of the policies in 
development planning documents 
(DpDs) - in this case the emerging tower 
Hamlets draft local plan 2016) and the 
2016 london plan (consolidated with 
alterations since 2011). most OApFs 
are adopted by local authorities as a 
supplementary planning Document 
(spD).  However, they are not subject to 
the submission and examination stage 
and do not always require sustainability 
Appraisals (sA) if they are related to a DpD 
which has already been subject to an sA. 

consultation does, however, still form a 
major part in the production of an spD 
and is key to ‘adding value’ by ensuring it 
reflects local needs and interests.

For this particular OApF, given the need to 
secure buy-in from existing communities, 
and to achieve their aims of better 
coordinating development in future to 
minimise development pressure, effective 
and meaningful consultation will be key. 
it is also fortunate that the timing of the 
production of the draft local plan and 
neighbourhood plan for the isle of Dogs 
allows for opportunities to consult jointly 
on the emerging documents and allow 
each to inform the development of the 
other.

the production of the isle of Dogs and 
south poplar OApF will follow best 
practice guidance for the consultation on 
spDs as set out below:

Phase 1: oaPf Pre-consultation 
(cOmpleteD)

1. identifying relevant groups to engage 
with is the first step in the process. 
these key stakeholders will include: 
• residents groups and groups of 

particular interest for the isle of 
Dogs & south poplar (e.g. estate 
residents, young people)

• Other interest groups (businesses, 
service providers, out of borough 
workers)

• local councillors
• neighbourhood planning Forum
• local land owners

fIg 7.1 tower Hamlets Ask the mayor event, February 2017 (image courtesy of lbtH) ^

  7.1  
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2. setting up a webpage for the OApF 
project which will detail future 
consultation events and explain how to 
comment on the proposals.

3. Information leaflet - this is available 
here: www.london.gov.uk/isleofdogs

4. public events and separate workshop 
meetings with key stakeholders to 
identify issues of importance to the 
local community and agree ways the 
OApF could address these:
• public forums (lbtH Ask the   

mayor events)
• Focus group workshops (including 

local councillors, neighbourhood 
planning Forum)

5. talking to local interest groups, 
including: 
• isle of Dogs neighbourhood Forum
• south poplar and limehouse Action 

for secure Housing
• limehouse neighbourhood Forum
• local councillors
• 4estates Forum
• east end community Foundation
• new city college
• local community at 2 Ask the 

mayor events
• local land owners
• LBTH officer workshops

Phase 2: Public consultation and 
participation

6. the draft OApF will be launched for 
a 12 week public consultation in may 
2018. the document will be available 
for viewing at local idea stores and will 
be accompanied by:
• press releases in local newspapers 

(eg the wharf, Our east end).
• email updates to local interest 

groups
• An updated web page and email 

address for submitting comments. 
• social media consultation (in line 

with tower Hamlet council’s Digital 
inclusion strategy and Action plan 
2015).

• A list of proposed focus groups 
with key stakeholders based around 
key themes which will be advertised 
online.

 
Statement of consultation

Stage 3: Statement of public 
consultation

it is intended to provide feedback on how 
we have listened to local communities 
when the document is adopted. this 
statement of consultation will set out how 
the community and key stakeholders have 
been involved in the preparation of the 
ioD&sp OApF and will detail: 
• who was consulted in the preparation 

of the OApF; 
• methods of consultation; 
• A summary of the issues raised during 

consultation; and 
• How these issues have been 

addressed in the revised document. 

this statement will demonstrate how the 
OApF complies with and exceeds the 
minimum requirements for community 
involvement set out in the relevant 
national and local legislation and 
guidance. 

it will also set out a strategy for ongoing 
community involvement moving forwards 
through the establishment of the 
community development forum (as part 
of the wider implantation plan monitoring 
strategy proposed for the Opportunity 
Area).

have your say

we want to hear from londoners and 
organisations - what you think, what 
you’re already doing, how you can help 
and what the mayor could do to achieve 
even more.  

contact us with your feedback at 
oapf@london.gov.uk

Further details of this consultation are 
available at 
www.london.gov.uk/isleofdogs

  7.1  
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affordable housing 
Housing designed to meet the needs of 
households whose incomes are not sufficient 
to allow them to access decent appropriate 
housing in their borough. Affordable housing 
comprises social and intermediate housing, 
(london plan)

Building typology 
A classification of building type, in terms of its 
structure, massing and height

CaZ 
central Activity Zone. this is where planning 
policy recognises the importance of strategic 
finance, specialist retail, tourist and cultural 
uses as well as residential and more local 
functions

CIl 
the community infrastructure levy is a 
planning charge, introduced by the planning 
Act 2008 as a tool for local authorities 
in england and wales to help deliver 
infrastructure to support the development of 
their area.

Cultural and creative industries 
employment activities that describe 
themselves as cultural or creative, including 
notably architecture, archives and libraries, 
artistic crafts, audiovisual (such as film, 
television, video games and multimedia), 
cultural heritage, design, festivals, music, 
performing arts, publishing, radio and visual 
arts. (european commission)

Density 
A measure of the quantity of homes or people 
in a given area or space

District heating 
the supply of heat or hot water from one 
source to a district

elizabeth line 
the first line in the crossrail project, the 
elizabeth line is an east-west, cross central 
london rail link between paddington and 
whitechapel serving Heathrow Airport, 

canary wharf and stratford. it will serve major 
development and regeneration corridors, and 
improve access to large areas of central and 
suburban london

lBth 
london borough of tower Hamlets

oa 
Opportunity Area

oaPf 
Opportunity Area planning Framework

Public realm 
those parts of the highway to which the 
public have shared access and on which the 
spectrum of public life is carried out. this 
can include, among others, high streets, rural 
village streets, market squares and shopping 
streets but would not include roads of obvious 
and limited purpose such as motorways and 
dual carriageways. (parliamentary Advisory 
committee on transport)

Severance 
the separation or rupture of street level 
activity creating detachment of people and 
places

SMes 
small and medium enterprises as defined by 
the european commission

Social infrastructure 
the schools, health and related network 
of facilities required to make a community 
function.

SPg 
supplementary planning guidance. An spg 
gives guidance on policies in the london plan. 
it does not form a part of the statutory plan.

SuDS 
sustainable urban Drainage systems are a 
sequence of management practices, control 
structures and strategies designed to drain 
surface water, while minimising pollution and 
managing the impact on water quality of local 
water bodies. (cirA)

glossary a – Z



other formats and languages

For a large print, braille, disc,  
sign language video or audio-tape 
version of this document, or if 
you would like a summary of this 
document in your language please 
contact us at this address:

Public liaison unit
greater london Authority 
city Hall  
the Queen’s walk 
more london 
london se1 2AA

telephone 020 7983 4100
minicom 020 7983 4458
www.london.gov.uk

you will need to supply your name, 
your postal address and state the  
format and title of the publication  
you require.


